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1. I N T ROD U C T ION
1.1 BACKGROUND
The shear strength of concrete beams became a research topic
of major importance in the early 1950'so There were several reasons for
this renewed interest in a subject which can be traced back to before
the year 1900.
Specifications for the design of web reinforcement have been
based on a modified form of the "truss analogy". The concepts of the
truss analogy were expressed by Ritter as early as 1899, and likened the
behavior of a concrete beam with web reinforcement to a truss in which
the concrete compression region is the top chord, the tension reinforce-
ment is the bottom chord, the stirrups are the tension web members, and
the parts of the concrete web between inclined cracks are the compres-
sion web members. The modified form of the truss analogy considers that
the concrete compression region carries a part of the total vertical
shear, in addition to the stirrups~ While the truss analogy had pro-
vided a safe although non-uniform and overly conservative basis for
design, it had not provided a satisfactory explanation of the effects
of shear on the behavior and faflure of concrete beams o
The development of prestressed concrete increased interest in
the problem of shear strength. Use of prestressing permitted the appli-
cation of concrete to longer spans and heavier loads. Test data, and
reasoning based on the concepts of diagonal tension, indicated that pre-
stressed concrete beams had a greater shear strength than reinforced
concrete beams, but the extent to which it was greater was not evident
from the t~uss analogy.
1'0 2 PREVIOUS WORTZ
The ultimate strength of prestressed concrete beams has been
under investigation at Lehigh University since 1951~ Eney and others(1,2)
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started this work by carrying out tests analyzing the behavior of full-
sized pretensioned and post-tensioned concrete beams under simulated
highway traffic •. Wa1ther(3,4) initiated the Lehigh study of ultimate
shear strength of concrete beams under the combined action of bending
and shear in 1957 with an analytical idealization of the conditions
which exist when a beam without web reinforcement fails in compression
above the apex of an inclined crack. Tests on 20 reinforced and pre-
tensioned prestressed concrete beams without web reinforcement were re-
ported by Walther and Warner(5) in 1958. These tests were used to study
the effect on ultimate shear strength of variation in the magnitude of
the prestress force and variation in the bond conditions between the
steel and the concrete. In 1962 McClarnon, Wakabayashi, and Ekberg(6)
reported the results of 28 tests on beams of prestressed and convention-
ally reinforced design without web reinforcement. "These tests con-
sidered the effect on ultimate shear strength of length of overhang at
the reaction, existing inclined cracks, and the manner in which the load
is introduced into the beam.
Hanson and Hulsbos(7) extended the work at Lehigh University
to pretensioned prestressed beams with web reinforcement when they re-
ported the results of 18 tests on I-beams in 1963. Sixteen of these
tests were static tests carried out to study the overload behavior of
prestressed beams with web reinforcement. The remaining two tests were
repeated load tests carried out to determine if a prestressed I-beam,
once overloaded so that inclined cracks had formed, could subsequently
be critical in fatigue of the web reinforcement under lesser loads.
Numerous investigations of ultimate shear strength have been
carried out at other universities and research organizations. The
majority of these investigations deal with the shear strength of re-
inforced concrete members e . A thorough summary of the work done on re-
inforced concrete has been presented by ACI-ASCE Committee 426 (formerly
326)(8) .
There have also been several investigations of ultimate shear
strength of prestressed beams without web reinforcement. Zwoyer and
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Siess(9) and Sozen, Zwoyer, and Siess(10) have reported the results of
tests on 99 pretensioned beams having both rectangular and I-shaped
cross-sections o Evans and Schumacher(11) carried out shear tests on
54 post-tensioned beams also having both rectangular and I-shaped
cross-sections o Others who have done experimental work include Warner
and Ha11(12) and Evans and Hosny(13), the latter having also carried
out tests on beams with web reinforcement 0
Investigations of ultimate shear strength of prestressed beams
with web reinforcement are limited. Hulsbos and Van Horn(14) carried
~~out 33 tests on pretensioned I-beams without end blocks investigating
inclined cracking strength. Bernhardt(lS) has investigated diagonal
tension in post-tensioned beams 0
The two most significant investigations which relate directly
to this investigation, in addition to the prior work at Lehigh University
on beams with web reinforcement, were carried out at the University of
Illinois and the Portland Cement Association Research and Development
Laboratories. Hernandez(16) conducted 37 tests on pretensioned rec-
tangular and I-shaped beams. MacGregor(17) continued this work by test-
ingan additional 50 beams and analyzing the combined results of the 87
tests o Principal variables in these tests were the amount, type, and
spacing of the web reinforcement, and the profile of the longitudinal
reinforcement 0 Other variables included prestress. level, amount of
longitudinal reinforcement, concrete strength, and type of loadingo
Recommendations for design of web reinforcement based on these tests
were made by Hernandez, Sozen, and Siess(18). Mattock and Kaar(19) have
reported the results of 14 tests on continuous composite pretensioned
beams which were 1/2 scale models of AASHO-PCI Type III bridge girders 0
Their test program investigated the influence on ultimate shear strength
of amount of vertical web reinforcement and location of the applied loads o
1 0 3 OBJECT AND SCOPE
The degree of safety that a concrete structure has against fail-
ure cannot be evaluated from concepts which limit the stress within the
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structure to specified allowable values. The degree of safety, and
therefore the adequacy of the design, depends only upon the magnitude
of load causing some response which is incompat'ible with the intended
purpose of the structure. The limiting response may be either a static
or fatigue failure, a condition of instability, or an excessive deflec-
tion. For typical prestressed concrete bridge structures, the degree
of safety generally depends upon the static ultimate strength of the
structure. However, as the magnitude of axle loads, number of repeti-
tions, and overloads on bridge structures increase, the degree of safety
may depend on the fatigue strength of the structure.
The difficulty in defining the degree of safety that a pre-
stressed concrete beam has when shear is critical is evident from the
large number of investigations cited in Section 1.2. The reasons for
this difficulty are also evident. Shear is not a problem in prestressed
beams until inclined cracking occurs. When inclined cracking does occur,
the behavior of the member is completely changed. Additional load carry-
ing capacity is dependent upon the amount of web reinforcement provided.
If shear is critical, inclined cracking leads to· a shear failure, which
may occur in many different ways.
The objective of this investigation is the evaluation of static
ultimate shear strength in prestressed concrete beams. Thirty-eight
tests on 23 simply-supported I-beams which are representative of precast
prestressed girders used in Pennsylvania are presented and analyzed G
The two principal variables are the amount of web reinforcement and the
shear span to effective depth ratio. Other factors, in particular con-
crete strength and prestressing, were held as nearly constant as possible.
Based on the results of these and other tests, a method is recommended
for predicting·the ultimate shear strength of prestressed concrete bridge
girders with web reinforcement.
While this investigation is similar to the other investigations
of prestressed beams with web reinforcement cited in Section 1.2·, the
tests reported herein have several significant features. Both concen-
trated and uniform load tests are included. Shear failures were obtained
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in all but one of the concentrated load tests, on shear span to effec-
tive depth ratios which ranged between 2.12 'and 7.76. Twenty-four of
the 35 shear failures obtained in the concentrated load tests occurred
on shear span to effective depth ratios greater than 4, which is the
range in which- the fewest shear fai lures have been reported,. The 35
shear failures were obtained in tests on 21 beams, by means of a re-
loading procedure which made 'it possible to obtain two tests on 15 of
the beams.,. In addi tion, on three of the re 10ad~ ,t.ests, .the length of
the shear span was increased so as to partially eliminate the restraint
that the load point may have had on the critical inclined crack. Shear
failures were obtained in both uniform load tests, on span to effective
depth ratios of 10.6 and 14.8. Instead of simulating a uniform load by
placing concentrated loads close together, a'very nearly ideal uniform
load was achieved by introducing the load into the test beams through
fire hoses filled with water.
2.1 DESCRIPTION
2. T EST S PEe I MENS
The doubly symmetric I-shaped cross-section used for all 23
test beams had a flange width of 9 in., a total depth of 18 in., and
a flange to web width ratio of 3. An elevation view of the test beams,
referred to as the F Series, is shown in Fig. 1. The properties of the
cross-section, based on the concrete section and the transformed section,
are also given in Fig. 1. A ratio of 6 between the modulus of elasticity
of steel and concrete was assumed to determine the transformed section
properties.
The total length of each beam consisted of a test span and two
adequately reinforced anchorage regions of one ft length at each end.
Except for the uniformly loaded beams, F-l7 and F-18, the test span was
divided into three regions, designated as A, B, or C, in which different
amounts of vertical web reinforcement were provided. The amount of web
reinforcement in different regions may he compared by the vertical web
reinforcement ratio, rf /100, which is given in Table 1. Size andy
spacing of the web reinforcement are also given in Table 1. In the two
uniformly loaded test beams, only one size and spacing of web reinforce-
ment were used throughout the test span. Each stirrup consisted of
either one or two U-shaped bars, referred to as S or D, respectively~
Where only one bar was used, each successive bar was placed so that the
U opened to the opposite side of the test beam.
Prestress was provided by six 7/16 in. diameter high te~sile
strength strands Which were straight throughout the length of the test
beams, providing a longitudinal reinforcement ratio of 0.64 percent.
Each strand was pretensioned to a nominal initial force of 18.9 kips,
providing a total initial design prestress force of 113.4 kips. Assum-
ing losses of 8 percent in the prestress force at transfer, the initial
stresses in the top and bottom concrete fibers, based on the transformed
section and neglecting dead weight, are 210 psi tension and 2150 psi
compression respectively.
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2.2 MATERIALS
The strength of concrete was not a variable in these tests,
Consequently a mix was selected which was representative of the high
strength type of mix used by commercial prestressing plants. The mix,
containing 7.5 bags per cubic yard of National Cement Co. brand Type
III portland cement, was obtained from a ready-mixed concrete supplier.
Proportions by weight of the cement to sand to coarse aggregate were 1
to 2 to 2.2. The sand was obtained by the supplier from a natural sand
deposit located at Upper Black Eddy, Pa. The coarse aggregate, graded
to 3/4 in. maximum size, was crushed limestone obtained by the supplier
from Bethlehem Steel Co. Gradation curves, shown in Fig~ 2, were deter-
mined from samples of the sand and crushed limestone obtained at the
concrete plant. The fineness modulus of the sand was 3 0 1. The mix was
delivered in a ready-mix truck in one cubic yard batches, and was dry
mixed at the laboratory before water was added. Slump for all of the
mixes varied between one and one half and four inches.
Each test beam was cast from a different batch of concrete.
Compression tests were conducted on 6 by 12 in. cylinders, which had
been taken from each batch of concrete, to determine the ultimate com-
pressive strength of the concrete, f', associated with the test beams
c
at the time of prestress release and at the time of test. Strains were
measured on selected cylinders with a compressometer to determine the,
shape of the stress-strain curve and the modulus of elasticity of the
concrete at the time of test.
As a measure of the tensile strength of the concrete, tests
were conducted to determine the modulus of rupture strength of the con-
crete, f', and the splitting tensile strength of the concrete, f' ,
r sp
associated with the test beams at the time of test. The modulus of
rupture tests were conducted on plain concrete beam specimens having
a 6 by 6 in. cross-section and loaded at the third points of a 30 in.
span. The splitting tensile tests were conducted on standard 6 by
12 ina cylinders. Strips of plywood about 1/8 in. thick, 1 in. wide,
and 12 ina long were placed on the diametrical upper and lower bearing
lines of the cylinder to ensure uniform bearing in the splitting test.
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The age and strength properties of the concrete described in
the preceding paragraph are presented in Table 2. The ultimate com-
pressive strength of the concrete in the test beams at test, as deter-
mined from the cylinder tests, ranged between 5790 and 7410 psi; the
average value of fl for all of the test beams was 6560 psi. The values
c
of fl at transfer and E and fl at test are an average of three tests.
c c r
The values of £1 and f' at test are an average of six or more testa.
e sp
As representative stress-strain curves of the concrete, the results of
the three compressometer tests associated with F-14 at test are shown
in Fig. 30
Uncoated stress relieved 270 ksi strand, meeting the require-
ments of ASTM A4l6-59 specifications, was used for prestressing. The
7/16 in o diameter strand was manufactured and donated to the project
by Bethlehem Steel Co. A tension test on the strand was conducted in
the laboratory, from which- the load-strain curve shown in Figo 4 was
plotted o The strand failed in the grips at an ultimate load of 29~6
kips and a strain of 2.32%. A strand test report by the manufacturer
stated that the strand had an area of 0.1113 sq. in~, and failed in a
tension test at a breaking load of 31.0 kips and a strain of 6.• 32%.
The surface of the strand was free from rust.
The web reinforcement was fabricated from hot rolled No. 3 or
No.2 deformed bars, or from annealed 3/16 in. diameter deformed masonry
bars o The No o 3 bars were received in two lots. Tension tests were
conducted on six randomly selected specimens taken from each lot o The
average yield point,. f , and ultimate tensile strength, f , determinedy u
from the two lots agreed within one percent. Individual test values
differed from the average by a maximum of 3 percent. The combined
average val~ of f and f were 52,000 psi and 78,300 psi, respectively,y u
based on an area of 0.11 sq. in. A typical stress-strain curve for the
No.3 bar is shown in Fig. 5(a).
The No. 2 deformed bars were received in a single lot~ A total
of twelve tension tests were conducted on randomly selected specimens 0
Based on an area of Oe049 sqo in., the average value of f was 59,500y
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psi and the average value of f was 85,700 psi. Individual test values
u
again differed from the average by a maximum of 3 percent. A typical
stress-strain curve for the No.- 2 bar is shown in Figg 5(b).
After an extensive investigation, which included more than
40 tension tests on 7/32 in. diameter hot rolled annealed smooth bars
and 8 and 10 gage cold drawn annealed wire specimens, 3/16 in. diameter
deformed masonry bars were selected for the stirrups in the beams with
the smaller amounts of web reinforcement. The deformed marsonry bars
were manufactured from ASTM A82-34 cold drawn steel wire by Dur-O-Wa1
Products, Inco, and were donated to the project o The bars were re-
ceived in straight pieces 10 ft in length. Since A82-34 wire has a
high yield strength and low ductility, it was necessary to anneal
this wire to obtain stress-strain characteristics comparable to the No.
3 and Noo 2 hot rolled deformed bars. A total of 45 tension tests were
conducted to determine which of three heat treatment temperatures -
1100, 1200, or 1300 degrees Fahrenheit - and which of two processes -
air cooled or furnace cooled - were most acceptable. Based on these
tests, the annealing treatment of 1 hour at 1100 degrees Fahrenheit
followed by air cooling was used. Since the size of the electric fur-
nace limited the number of specimens, each 2 ft in length, which could
be heat treated at one time to approximately 30, it was necessary to
group the bars in 14 different lots. After the heat treatment, 3 or 4
specimens from each lot were tested to determine f and f. The aver-y u
age values of f and f determined for each lot agreed within 5 percent.y u
Individual test values differed from the lot average by a maximum of 4
percent. The combined average values of f and f were 43,200 psi andy u
56,000 psi, respectively, based on a net area of 0.0234 sq. in. A ty-
pical stress-strain curve for the 3/16 in o diameter deformed masonry
bars after the annealing treatment is shown in Fig. S(c). Before being
fabricated into stirrups, the bars were placed in a heated pickling bath
consisting of half hydrocloric acid and half water just long enough to
loosen the mill scale resulting from the annealing operation. The loose
scale was removed with a wire brush, after which the bars were rinsed in
water, dried, and stored until used.
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From Fig~ 5 it can be seen that all three types of web rein~
forcement have similar stress-strain characteristics. However, the
stress-strain curve for the 3/16 in. diameter annealed masonry bar
exhibited an erratic yield plateau. Also, a 3 minute stop in loading
indicated a lower yield point approximately 10 percent less than f ,
Y
compared to a similar reduction of only approximately 5 percent in f y
for the No.3 bar. These effects are due to the cold worked deforma-
tions in the masonry bar, whereas the deformations in the NOg 3 and
No. 2 bar were introduced in the rolling operation. A rate of load-
ing of either 0.05 or 0.1 in. per minute until the onset of strain
hardening was used for all of the tests.
2.3 FABRICATION
The test beams were made in a prestressing bed set up on the
laboratory test floor. The sequence of operations was as follows:
tensioning the strands, positioning the web reinforcement, form erec-
tion, casting the concrete, curing, form removal, instrumentation, and
prestress release.
The strands were tensioned to approximately the desired value
of 11304 kips using two 50 ton mechanical jacks. If required, the ten-
sion in individual strands was adjusted by means of a special hydraulic
jacking arrangement. The tension was measured by means of load cells
placed on each strand, and the average variation from the desired value
of 18.9 kips per strand was less than 0.2 kips.
The web reinforcement was tied to the strand with 14 gage wire.
In addition, wire ties were used between successive projecting elements
of the stirrups in the compression flange area and at approximately the
mid-depth of the beam, in order to prevent movement of the stirrups
during the casting operationo
Steel forms with 7 gage side plates bent to the shape of the
section were used to cast the test beams,. Dimensional checks made
after the test beams were removed f~om the forms indicated that cross-
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sectional dimensions were maintained to within 1/16 in., and consequently
the nominal dimensions of the cross-section were used in all calculations.
The concrete was brought from the ready~mix truck to the forms
in steel buggies and shoveled into the forms. The concrete was placed
in two layers, the first layer extending approximately to the mid-depth
of the beam. Eighteen or more standard ,concrete .cylinders in waxed
cardboard molds with tin bottoms and three 6 by 6 by 36 in o modulus of
rupture specimens in steel forms were cast with each beam. The concrete
in both the test beams and the modulus of rupture specimens was vibrated;
the cylinders were rodded.
All specimens were covered with wet burlap and plastic sheet-
ing for a period of 4 days, after which the forms were removed. After
the surface of the test beams had dried Whittemore targets, described
in the next section, were positioned on the test beams a The prestress
force was slowly transferred into the test beams on the fifth day after
casting, following which the beams, modulus of rupture specimens, and
cylinders were stored in the laboratory until tested o
2.4 INSTRUMENTATION
Deformation data was taken on all of the test beams with a
5 in. and a 10 in. Whittemore Strain Gage. Two different types of gage
points were used. For the first few test beams, the gage points were
made by cutting 1/16 in. aluminum plate into 3/8 in. square pieceso
Prior to cutting, each individual target was center punched and drilled
with a No. 56 drill. For subsequent test beams more satisfactory brass
plugs were obtained which were 7/32 in. in diameter and 3/32 in o in
thickness. The brass plugs were placed in a jig and drilled with a No.1
center drill. In either case, the drilled holes did not go completely
through the target. The targets were cemented to the test beams with an
epoxy resi~ known as Armstrong Adhesive A-6.
Type Ai SR-4 electric strain gages were used to measure com-
pressive strains on the top surface of F-20, F-21, and F 22 0 The gages
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were bonded to the concrete surface with Duco cement 4 A por-tab Ie grind-
er was used to smooth the concrete surface before the gage was applied e
205 PRESTRESSING
The initial prestress force, F., was measured by means of pre-
~
calibrated load cells placed on each strand, and is given in Table 3.
Data was taken to determine experimentally the losses in the prestress
force after transfer and at the time of test. This was determined from
Whittemore readings taken on the surface of the test beams, using the
targets shown in Fig~ 1. Readings were taken just prior to transfer of
the prestress force into the test beams, immediately after transfer, and
again just prior to the actual testing of the beam. The difference be-
tween these readings, converted to concrete strain, was plotted against
location along the length of the test beam. A typical example of this
work is shown for F-14 in Fig. 6v
Assuming that the concrete strain measured on the surface of
the test beam at the cgs is equal to the average strain loss in the
strand, the loss in the prestress force can be determined from the stress-
strain curve of the strand~ Losses in the prestress force after trans-
fer and at the time of test determined in this manner are given in
Table 3. Based on these losses the prestress force in each ,beam at the
time of test, F, was eSt'ablished, and is given in Table 30
The plot of concrete strain along the egs was also used to
estimate the distance from the ends of the beam to the point at which
85 percent of the prestress force was effective. Transfer distances
for all of the test beams determined in this way are given in Table 3.
Whittemore readings on the targets 1 in. below the top fibers
were used in conjunction with the readings along the cgs to determine
the strain distribution in the test beams after transfer and at test.
An example of this work is shown in Fig, 7 for F-14. As~uming that
each strand was initially prestressed to the nominal value of 1809 kips,
corresponding to a strain of 0.652 percent, the effective strain in the
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strand located at level 2 in F-14 would be 0.652 minus 0.131, or 0.521
percent. The effective prestress strain at all three strand levels
was determined for all of the test beams, and is given in Table 4.
3. CON C E N T RAT E D LOA D T EST S
3.1 PROCEDURE
Concentrated loads were applied to all of the test beams ex-
cept F-17 and F-18. Two different loading arrangements were used. All
of the concentrated load tests except F-20, F-21, and F-22 were loaded
using the arrangement shown in Fig. 8. These beams were first tested
using a two point loading system which provided a constant or nearly
constant moment region in the center of the beam. Using this arrange-
ment, shear failures occurred in Region B for every test except F-9, in
which case the shear failure occurred in Region A. After completion of
the first test, the physical appearance of the part of the beam away
from the failure region indicated a high degree of recovery. Flexure
and shear cracks were closed, and noticeable camber remained. Conse-
quently a second test was conducted on the remaining intact part of all
of these beams except F-6, F-15, and F-16, using a single point loading
arrangement. Second tests of this type could not be carried out on F-6,
F-15, and F-16 because the length of Region C was too short. Shear
failures were obtained in Region A for every second test except F-9, in
which case the shear failure occurred in Region B.
The concentrated load tests on F-20, F-2l, and F-22 were carried
out using the arrangement shown in Fig. 9. The three point loading
system provided a short constant moment region adjacent to Region B.
Failures occurred in this region in all three tests.
Additional tests - second tests on F-20, F-2l, and F-22 and
additional tests on the other beams subjected to concentrated loads -
were carried out whenever a sufficiently large i~tact part of the beam
remained. However, the shear strength of the beams in the majority of
these tests was less than expected in comparison to the tests described
in the preceding paragraphs. This reduced shear strength was attributed
to yielding of the strand in preceding tests, inclined cracks developing
across the existing flexural or inclined cracks, and' bond. failures of the
strand. Consequently none of these test results are included in this
report.
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Loads were applied in a 300,000 Ib capacity Baldwin testing
machine 0 Details of a typical set-up are shown in Figo 10. Load was
applied in increments of approximately 5 percent of the load expected
to cause failure. The load increment was reduced when near loads at
which flexural cracking, inclined cracking, or failure was expected ..
Following the failure in the first test, the beam was removed from
the testing machine o Sledge hammers were used to break up the con-
crete in the failure region, and the strand and any web reinforcement
not fractured in the first test were cut by an acetylene torch. The
remaining part of the beam was replaced in the testing machine and
the second test started. A complete test on a beam took approximately
8 hours to complete. Cylinder and modulus of rupture specimens were
tested immediately after the beam test.
Load deflection readings were taken after the application of
each load increment, by means of level readings on targets graduated to
the nearest 001 in. The targets were attached to the web of the beam
with double stick tape at each support and at the centerline of the
testing machine. Measurements from the end of selected beams to mask-
ing tape attached to the protruding strand ~ere used to check if strand
slip occurred. Whittemore readings were taken at selected load levels
during the first test, and just prior to starting the second test~ A
record was kept of the loads at which flexural and inclined cracking
was observed and at which failure occurred. The development of the
crack patterns was marked on the test beams after the application of
each load increment. Photographs were taken during and after testingo
3 0 2 PRINCIPAL TEST RESULTS
The lengths of the shear spans and the principal results of
the first tests conducted on beams subjected to concentrated loads are
presented in Table 5. M is the maximum applied load moment in the
cr
test beams at the time that flexural cracking was first observed e V.
lC
is the shear, in the respective shear span, causing the formation of
significant inclined cracking which ultimately was associated with
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failure. Close attention was directed to the selection of the inclined
cracking shears, and the values selected are discussed in detail in
Section 3 0 3g Inclined cracking shears were not selected for F-20, F-21,
and F-22 because the failure was different than the other beams. V is
u
the ultimate shear in the critical shear span, which was Region B in
every case except F-9, in which case a shear failure occurred in Region
A. The values of V. and V in Table 5 are applied load shears. Modes
l.C u
of failure are indicated by we for web crushing, SF for stirrup fracture,
SC for shear compression, and F for flexure. The failure mechanisms are
described in detail in Sections 303 and 3.4. No strand slip was observed
in any teste
Span lengths and results of the second tests conducted on the
beams subjected to concentrated loads are presented in Table 6. The
ultimate shear, V , in the shear span in which the failure occurred was
u
in Region A in every case except F-9, in which case the failure occurred
in Region Bo
303 BEHAVIOR AND MODES OF FAILURE (FIRST TESTS)
Prior to the detection of any cracking, the response to load
was essentially linear. Except for F-l, cracking manifested itself by
the appearance of flexural cracks in the constant or nearly constant
moment region of the beam. With additional load, inclined cracks formed
in the shear spans of the test beams. Inclined cracking appeared in the
relatively short shear spans of F-l prior to the development of any
flexural cracking in the beam.
Load-Deflection Curves
The general characteristics of the behavior of the test beams
are shown by the load-deflection curves in Fig. 11. These curves are
grouped according to the critical shear span. Each group associated
with a particular shear span is arranged from left to right by decreas-
ing amount of web reinforcement, indicated by the value of rf /100 iny
parenthesis after the beam number.
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Direct comparison of the load-deflection curves is difficult,
because the span length was different for many of the test beams. For'
example, although F-2 had more web reinforcement than F-3, the deflec-
tion at failure is less than for F-3 primarily because the span length
is shorter. Furthermore, the deflection was always measured at the
centerline of the testing machine, which was not in all cases at mid-
span. For F-9, F-ll, F-l3, F-16, and F-19, the centerline of the test-
ing machine was 5 in. from the mid-span of the test beam.
However, all of the load deflection curves exhibit similar
characteristics. The initial part of the curves up to approximately
one-half of the ultimate load are linear, corresponding to the uncracked
loading range on the test beams. The sharpest change in slope in the
load-deflection curves occurs just after flexural cracking which, for
all of the test beams except F-l, marks the transition from the un-
cracked to the cracked loading range. Following the transition region,
the load-deflection curves become quasi-linear to failure.
The loads at which flexural and inclined cracking occurred have
been marked on the load-deflection curves of F-l, F-3, F-S, F-lO, F-14,
and F-16, indicated by FC and IC, respectivelYe The shears at flexural
cracking occurred at the same relative position on the load-deflection
curves; that is, the flexural cracking occurs just after a slight amount
of curvature can be detected at the end of the linear region of the load-
deflection curve. The shears at inclined cracking, however, occur at
no particular place on the load-deflection curve. Inclined cracking did
not cause any abrupt change in the slope of the load-deflection curve.
It is evident from the load-deflection curves that the presence of web
reinforcement allowed the beam to sustain a greater deflection. This
latter characteristic is particularly important because it is a measure
of the ductility of the member.
Flexural and Inclined Cracking
Flexural cracking occurred in the test beams when the stress in
the bottom fibers in tension reached values which are normally associated
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with the tensile strength of the concrete. The flexural cracking was
characterized by its initial development to a level which varied between
the lower strand and the mid-depth of the beam, but in general was near
the center of gravity of the strand. Spacing between flexural cracks
varied between 1 and 8 in. However, cracks which formed closer together
than approximately 2 in. would usually merge, or the further development
of one of the two cracks would be circumvented. There was a definite
tendency for the predominant flexural cracks to be located close to ver-
tical stirrups for stirrup spacings up to approximately 7 in.
Sketches of the crack patterns in the test beams at the shear
causing significant inclined cracking, V. , are shown in the elevation
~c
views in Appendix Ie The sketches were reconstructed from photographs
taken during testing. All cracking which had occurred in the test beam
to that load is shown by heavy solid lines o Note, of course, that each
end of each test beam could and in general did have a different inclined
cracking load. The load at which flexural cracks in the sketches were
first observed is indicated by the value of shear in the shear span
written directly below the crack. If the crack extended downward from
the web to the bottom fibers there is no value of shear written below
it. The location of the vertical web reinforcement is shown in the con-
ventional manner.
Critical inclined cracking was not considered to have occurred
until the second test on the A end of F-10 and F-l2. For these two
cases, cracking which occurred during the second test is indicated by
the heavy dashed lines.
Principal tensile stresses shown in the web were calculated,
using the properties of the -transformed section, at the intersection of
the grid lines within the shear span and the junction of the web and top
flange, the mid-depth of the beams, and the junction of the web and
bottom flangeo It w~s assumed that the state of stress in the web was
defined by a horizontal normal stress (compression positive) and a shear-
ing stress, and that the vertical normal stress was zero. Therefore
the principal tensile stress was calculated from the equation:
cr
2
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(1)
where the normal stress was calculated from:
cr F (1: _ ey ) + y.. (V )
= A I I icx + Md (2)
and the shearing stress was calculated from:
(3)
Flexural stresses were also calculated at the intersection of the grid
lines and the bottom fibers using EqG 2 0 The origin of the coordinate
system referred to in Eqo 2 is taken at the intersection of grid line 2,
shown in Fig. 1, and the cg of the transformed section, x being positive
when measured along the cg in the direction of grid lines with increasing
magnitude and y being positive upwards. The slope of the compressive
stress trajectory was calculated from:
e I -1 2,-:::; 2 tan '(0:-) (4)
Light dashed lines in the web show: ,the compressive stress trajectories.
Two basically different types of significant inclined cracking
can be observed from the crack patterns shown in the figures in Appendix
I. For beams tested on shear spans of less than 50 in., inclined dia-
gonal tension cracking started from an interior point in the web of the
beam. In general, the load indicated on the testing machine dropped off
noticeably when diagonal tension cracking developed 0 Furthermore, the
load at which diagonal tension cracking occurred was somewhat time de-
pe~dent, indicated by the fact that cracking often occurred after the
addition of a load increment, while the load was heing held constant to
take data.
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The diagonal tension cracking shown in the A end of F-2 illus-
trates the typical characteristics of this type of cracking. In forming
at a shear of 34.0 kips, the crack traversed the entire depth of the weL,
and consequently was nearly fully developed at the same load as it first
appeared. Since there was no flexural cracking in the vicinity of the
diagonal tension cracking, the state of stress in the web indicated by
the principal tensile stresses and the compressive stress trajectories
must be closely representative of the state of stress causing the in-
clined cracking. If the variation in principal tensile stresses along
the path of the crack is estimated by interpolation, it is evident that
the maximum principal tensile stress oCGPrs close to the cg of the beam.
Furthe~more, this maximum principal tensile stress has a magnitude com-
\1 ~
parable to the modulus of rupture and splitting tensile strength of the
concrete given in Table 2 8 The slope of the path of the crack also appears
to have a close ~s~ociation wi~h the slope of the compressive stress tra-
jectory. Therefore this type of inclined cracking is due to excessive
~:"I '
principal tensile ~tresses in the concrete, as inferred by the designa-
tion of diagonal ten~~on cracking~
.. ~r'
~,nother important featur~~" of the diagonal tension cracking
,;~:.~." ~"I/
shown in the A end of F-2 is that this crack remained the critical crack
in the shear span, and was primarily responsible for failure at a shear
of 48.0 kips. In contrast, the principal diagonal tension crack in the
A end of F-3 appears to have formed somewhat prematurely, having been
influenced by the moment, and thus formed more closely toward the load
point. It is significant, however, that it was the least developed of
the three cracks shown in this shear span which continued to grow and
which became the critical crack in causing the shear failure. In fact,
when the shear had been increased from 31.0 to 34.0 kips this particular
crack had extended completely across the web of the beam, and was very
similar to the diagonal tension crack in the A end of F-2. A similar
case, except that the diagonal tension crack formed unusually far back
toward the reaction, is shown in the B end of F-Xl. In this case the
crack which completely traversed the web appeared first at a shear of
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28~4 kips, and was immediately followed by the development of several
short cracks at the junction of the web and top flange. The relatively
low stresses in the web indicates that the cracking occurred somewhat
prematurely. However, there is no indication from Table 3 that the trans-
fer distance is any longer than usual, and therefore the crack was prob-
ably caused by a weak or non-uniform region in the concrete. Significant-
ly, one of the several short cracks extended across the web suddenly at a
shear of 32 kips, and was critical in causing the shear failure.
For beams tested on shear spans of 80 in. or greater, inclined
cracking would develop from flexural cracks o A good example of this
type of cracking, which will be referred to as flexure shear inclined
cracking, is shown in the B end of F-16. This type of cracking was
characterized by its association with a flexural crack, which would de-
velop up to approximately the cgs and then turn and become inclined in
the direction of increasing moment. The path of the inclined crack, as
it traversed the web, roughly followed the direction of the compressive
stress trajectory. Furthermore, flexure shear cracking remained in the
vicinity of the load point, because the tensile stresses in the web were
not high enough to precipitate spreading of the cracking throughout the
shear span e In general, the development of significant flexure shear
cracking was very rapid. As can be seen from the B end of F-16, going
from a shear of 16 kips to 17 kips resulted in the development of a flex-
ure shear crack which extended completely across the web.
Selecting a particular value of shear as the significant flex-
ure shear inclined cracking load was a difficult problemo The criteria
on which the selection of V. in Table 5 was based was that the inclined
1C
crack had to be definitely associated with the 'mechanism causing the
shear failure. This was done by studying photographs of the test beams
taken before and after failure.
Inclined cracking which occurred in beams tested on shear spans
of 50, 60, and 70 in. had characteristics which, in different cases,
could be associated with either diagonal tension or flexure shear crack-
ing. Consider as an example the 70 in. shear span of the B end of F-IO.
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The inclined cracking which occurred at the shear of 24.8 kips must
have started from an interior point in the web of the beam, and conse-
quently was characteristic of diagonal tension cracking. It is very un-
likely that the flexural cracks between grid lines 5 and 6 formed before
the inclined cracks in the web, because of the low values of stress in
the bottom fibers at the location of the cracks. Rather the flexural
cracks must have formed after the inclined cracking in the web, as the
result of the i~creased stress in the strand where the inclined cracking
penetrates to the level of the strand. However, before any conclusion
is drawn that the inclined cracking in the B end of F-IO is diagonal ten-
sion cracking, it should be noted that the indicated principal tensile
stresses in the web are lower than values which are normally associated
with this type of cracking. This is because the state of stress in the
web between grid lines 6 and 7 was substantially influenced by the flex-
ure shear crack which had formed at a shear of 20 kips.
As another example, consider the 50 in. shear span of the A
end of F-4G It is evident that the inclined cracking in the shear span
must have initiated from an interior point in the web of the beamo
Furthermore, the magnitudes of principal tensile stresses in the web
are great enough to have caused diagonal tension cracking. However,
the flexural crack to the left of grid line 6, which formed before the
inclined cracking because of the high value of stress in the bottom
fibers, probably precipitated the inclined cracking by acting as a
stress raiser in the web above the flexural crack.
In five of the first tests on beams with relative small
amounts of web reinforcement, failures occurred at the inclined crack-
ing load o These failures, although they occurred suddenly and were
catastrophic in those cases where the web reinforcement was fractured,
did not occur at the instant the failure load was reached. Rather
there was a period of up to several minutes after the last increment
of load has been applied before failure occurred o During this period
additional inclined cracking sometimes formed in the web.
In the remaining tests, enough web reinforcement had been
provided to effect a re-distribution of forces in the beam after in-
clined cracking, and consequently a higher shear could be applied.
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For beams in which diagonal tension cracking had occurred in the vicinity
of a line extending from the reaction to the concentrated load point,
relatively little additional inclined cracking would occur o However, if
diagonal tension cracking had not occurred in this vicinity, additional
cracking would usually form in this region as higher shears were applied,
For beams in which flexure shear cracking had occurred, additional flex-
ure shear inclined cracks would form if the stress in the bottom fibers
back toward the reaction became high enough to cause a flexural crack o
Whittemore readings taken at the cgs on both sides of some of
the beams provided an indication of the behavior between inclined crack-
ing and the ultimate load o Concrete deformation along the egs obtained
in this way for two beams, F-4 and F-14, is shown in Figs. 12 and 130
Both figures show a more erratic deformation pattern in the shear span
with the least amount of web reinforcement, Region B, although this is in
part due also to the fact that the inclined cracking load was less on
this end of the beam than the other end o As may be seen from the views
of F-4 in Appendix I, the B shear span contained a single predominant
inclined crack which initially formed at 32 kips and extended almost the
full length of the 50 in o shear spano This crack, crossing the cgs be-
tween grid lines 2 and 3, was responsible for the peaked concrete deforma-
tion in this region, and indicates that the force in the strand had been
suddenly increased by the inc lined crack" Furthermore, such a deforma-·-
tion pattern indicates the need for adequate bond length from the point
where the crack crosses the cgs to the end of the beam" Several in-
clined cracks formed in the A shear span of F-4 at a shear of 3304 kipso
However, only the flexure shear crack which had extended back down
through the bottom flange had shown any appreciable effect on the con-
crete deformation along the cgs at the shear of 34 kips"
The erratic nature of the deformation pattern in the B shear
span of F-14 is also due in part to the location at which the cracks
crossed the egso As may be observed from the figures in Appendix I,
inclined cracks crossed the egs just to the right and left of the region
between grid lines 8 and 90 If the crack whieh is furthermost from the
load point had crossed the egs to the left of line 8, the deformation
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pattern in Region B would not have the extremely sharp peaks indicated,
although it would still be more erratic than the deformation pattern in
Region A. However, the observation that the average deformations between
grid lines 7 and 11 are of the same order of magnitude as the deforma-
tions between the load points in the constant moment region indicates
that the force in the strand is increased to approximately what it is in
the center of the beam.
Failure Characteristics
Three different types of shear failures were observed in the
first tests on beams subjected to concentrated loads. As indicated in
Table 4, eight of the failures were designated as we denoting that the
apparent cause of failure was crushing of the concrete in the web of the
beam. Ten failures were qesignated as SF to indicate that the apparent
cause of failure was fracture of the web reinforcement. Both the web
crushing and stirrup fracture failures occurred as the result of in-
clined cracks which remained entirely within the shear spano In contrast
the two failures designated as SC to denote shear compression were caused
by flexure shear cracks which extended into the constant moment region o
In general, the web crushing failures occurred gradually and
were non-catastrophic. An example of a web crushing failure is shown
in the 50 in o shear span of F-5 in Figo 140 In these and all subsequent
photographs, the location of the web reinforcement is indicated by dark
vertical lines drawn on the web. The lighter irregular lines mark the
crack patterns-. Shears were marked on the cracks to show the load and
extent of development when the crack was first observed, and thereafter
to show any significant further development.
Inclined cracking occurred in Region B of F-S at a shear of -
27~9 kips. Increasing the shear to 31 00 kips caused the crack to extend
to within a few inches of both the load point and the reaction, as can
be seen in Fig. 14(a)0 Additional inclined cracking, shown in Figo l4(b),
appeared when the shear was increased to 32.2 kipso Immediately an area
of localized crushing developed above the top of this new inclined crack,
at the intersection of the web and top flange and located approximately
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at the center of the shear span. At the same time a flexural crack
developed in the top fibers above the area of localized crushing e With
these indications of 'failure, the load being carried by the test beam,
as indicated by the testing machine, dropped off about 10 percent e The
load remained approximately unchanged as the beam was deflected further
by the testing machine, until finally a compression failure occurred
suddenly adjacent to the load point, as shown in Fige 14(c).
Characteristics of the other web crushing failures were simi-
lar to the description above for F-5, except for F-6 and F-70 Pictures
after failure of F-l, F-3, F-6, F-7, and F-10, tested on shear spans of
30,40, 100, 60, and 70 ing, respectively, are shown in Figo 150 F-7
was different from the other web crushing failures in that after the
failure had started and the load had dropped off about one-third, the
4th stirrup from the support fractured, as can be seen from the photo-
grapho The mode of failure, however, was classified as web crushingQ
Except for F-6, all of the web crushing. failures in the first
tests occurred on shear spans of 70 ino or less. The web crushing fail-
ure in F-6 occurred on a shear span of 100 in o The inclined crack run~,,·
ningback toward the support first appeared at a shear of 19 kips, caus-
ing the load indicated on the testing machine to drop off o However, it
was possible to reload to an ultimate shear of 19.1 kips before the fail-
ure shown in Fig. 15 occurred sudden1Ye In this case the region of
localized crushing is almost directly over the reaction, and lower in
the web than for any of the other web crushing failures o This parti-
cular failure is similar to the failure observed in nearly identical
beams without web reinforcement in the E Series tests(7) 0
In contrast to the web crushing failures, the stirrup frac-
ture failures occurred suddenly and were usually catastrophic. An
example of a stirrup fracture failure is shown in the 80 in. shear span
of F-13 in Figo 16. Figure 16(a) shows the shear span after inclined
cracking, at a shear of 21.8 kips. Additional inclined cracking formed
at a shear of 23 kips. During this period the beam was unstable, be-
cause whenever inclined cracks formed in either the A or B shear span
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the load indicated on the testing machine would drop off~ The amount of
drop off would vary considerably. However, in every instance it was pos-
sible to bring the load back up, until finally the failure due to fracture
of web reinforcement occurred which is shown in Figo l6(b), at a shear of
24.3 kipso
Characteristics of the stirrup fracture failures varied more
than for the web crushing failures o Six additional stirrup fracture fail-
ures on shear spans of 50, 80, 80, 100, and 110 in. for F-4, F-9, F-12,
F-15, and F-16, respectively, are shown in Fig. 17.
The shear failure in the 50 in. shear span of F-4, shown in
Figo 17(a), was caused by fracture of the 4th stirrup from the support.
The fracture was located approximately 5 in. above the bottom of the
beam, where the inclined crack, which can be seen in that vicinity from
the picture, crossed the stirrupo In the 80 in. shear span of F-9 shown
in Fig. 17(b), failure occurred when the 16th through 20th stirrups from
the support fractured 0
The failure in the 80 in o shear span of F-l2, shown in Fig.
17(c), occurred when the 4th and 6th through 8th stirrups from the sup-
port fractured. In this case, however, there was some question as to
whether the failure should be classified as web crushing or stirrup
fracture e When the ultimate shear of 23 kips was reached, the inclined
cracking closest to the support formed, although initially it did not
extend all of the way to the load point. However, at the same time that
the cracking formed, the load indicated on the testing machine dropped
off to approximately 21 kips of shear. After about 3 minutes had elapsed
with the beam holding this load, the sudden failure occurred due to frac-
ture of the stirrups. Therefore the stirrup fracture failure did not
occur at the ultimate load. However, since there was no observable sign
of a web crushing failure in advance of the fracture of the stirrups,
the failure was classified as stirrup fracture.
The failures in the 100 and ll0"inG shear spans of F-15 and
F-16 are shown in Figs. 17(d) and 17(e), respectively. The failure in
F-15 looks like the web crushing failure in F-6o However, there was no
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observable evidence of localized crushing in the web before the failure
suddenly occurred. Examination of the beam after failure revealed that
the 4th and 6th stirrups from the reaction had been fractured. The fail-
ure in F-16 was confined to the vicinity of the load point, with no
cracking of any kind in evidence in the half of the shear span closest
to the reaction. Complete collapse of the test beam occurred when the
10th through 13th stirrups from the support suddenly fractured 0 These
stirrups can be located by counting back from the stirrup located at the
centerline of the testing machine, indicated by the adjacent scale, which
is the 15th stirrup from the support.
The shortest shear span orr which a stirrup fracture failure
occurred was the 50 in. shear span of F-4o The greatest proportion of
the failures on the longer shear spans were stirrup fracture failures,
although from the preceding 'description of the failures it is evident
that the division between web crushing and stirrup fracture failures
is sometimes indefinite. On the beams in which fracture of the web
reinforcement occurred, the particular stirrups which were fractured
are indicated in the figures shown in Appendix I by anX mark just
above the top flange and directly over the stirrup.
The failures in F-20, F-2l, and F-22, shown in Fig. 18, were
similar in that the cause of failure was crushing of the concrete in
the compre'ssion flange in the short constant moment region adjacent to
the critical shear span. F-2l ~ailed suddenly in flexure, which re-
sulted in complete collapse of the member. In contrast, F-20 and F-22
failed at moments 4 and 9 percent less, respectively, than the moment
causing failure in F-21 o While the failures in'F-20 and F-22 occurred
suddenly, the two beams did not collapseo In both cases the failure
occurred above an inclined flexure shear crack which had originated in
the critical shear span. Consequently the failures in F-20 and F-22
were classified as shear compression.
Strain measurements on the extreme fibers in comp'ression in
the center of the short constant moment regions of F-20, F-2l, and F-22
indicated that the strain at failure was approximately 0.50, 0.40, and
0 8 30 percent, respectivelyo These values, particularly the first two,
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are greater than had been measured on similar beams in the E Series
tests(7), and indicate that the short constant moment region resulted
in a strain concentration in the concrete fibers in compression9 There-
fore the failures were probably influenced by the strain concentration.
However, the ultimate flexural capacity of an "under-reinforced" pre-
stressed beam is relatively insensitive to the strain in the extreme
concrete fiber in compression, and so in the case of F-2l the only
likely effect on the test is an insignificantly smaller ultimate moment
than would have been obtained in a test on a beam with a longer constant
moment region. In the case of F-20 and F-22, flexure shear cracking
extended beneath the load point, and upon entering the region of the
strain concentration precipitated a somewhat premature failure.
It is also of significance, in looking at the pictures of the
failures in F-20 and F-22, to note that the web reinforcement provided
in the critical shear span had little or no effect on the ultimate capa-
city,. In both cases the critical flexure shear crack started approxi-
mately 8 ina from the load point. Consequently the first stirrup in the
shear span probably was not effective in resisting the failure,o
3.4 BEHAVIOR AND MODES OF FAILURE (SECOND TESTSl
As previously noted, after completion of the first test on a
beam the physical appearance of the part away from the failure region
showed a high degree of recovery. A close examination indicated that
the flexural and shear cracks were closed and noticeable camber remained,
indicating that substantial or even full prestress was retained in the
beama The only evidence of any damage was cracking, which in several
beams could be detected extending from the top fibers downward 0 In
most cases these were very fine cracks which occurred at a spacing of
about 5 in. and extended from 1 to 2 in o into the compression flange~
These cracks had the appearance of tension cracks, and since the beams
were designed with a tensile stress of 210 psi in the top flange, it
was considered that the suddenness of the first test failure induced
these cracks to form o In two beams, F-l2 and F-l4, a single crack lo-
cated approximately 12 in o from the load point and directly over the
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top of an inclined crack, had formed and extended downward from the top
fibers to a depth of between 3.5 and 5 in. This crack was closed when
observed after the first test, indicating that it must have formed as
a consequence of the first test failure.
Strain readings were taken on the Whittemore targets at the
level of the cgs after completion of the first test. The readings were
generally slightly larger than the same readings taken before the start
of the first test. The slight increase was attributed to the fact that
although the flexural cracks were completely closed, they could not be
perfectly closed. However, it should be noted that if the strand were
yielded in the first test, it would be possible to have an increase in
strain indicated by the Whittemore readings which could correspond to
a decrease rather than an increase in the prestress force o However,
failures in the first tests were generally well below the ultimate flex-
ural capacity.
Therefore, it was concluded that the conditions in the parts
of the beam away from the first test failure region were good enough to
conduct a second test. This was done on all of the test beams except
F-6, F-l5, and F-l6. For these three beams the distance between the
load points was not sufficient to permit a second test o
Load-Deflection Curves
The load-deflection curves in Fig. 19 of the beams subjected
to a second test have essentially the same characteristics as the load-
deflection curves for the first tests shown in Fig. 11. These curves
are designated by beam number and amount of web reinforcement inparen-
thesis. The' difference in relative slopes of the curves in the two
figures is due to the shorter span lengths of the second tests. Also
the length of the initial straight line part of the curves are, not as
long and shows more variation between beams than for the load-deflec-
tion curves for the first tests. Part of this is due to the cracking
from the first test; consequently the flexural cracks re-open sooner in
the second test. For those test be~ms in which the length of the
straight line part of the curve is partioularly short, for example F-9
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and F-19, it is possible that some yielding of the strand in the first
test and consequent loss of prestress force had occurred.
Cracking and Failure Characteristics
Only insignificant additional cracking occurred in loading the
critical shear span in the second test up to the maximum value of shear
that it had been subjected to in the first test. For those test beams
having the same length of shear span in the first and second test, the
cracking which occurred after the maximum shear in the first test had
been reached was similar to that which had been described for the first
tests. For F-ll, F-13, and F-19, in which the length of shear span had
been increased 10 irt o in the second test, additional load caused some
branching from the tops of the inclined cracks toward the load point.
In the shear span in the second test which was the constant or
nearly constant moment region in the first test, inclined cracks devel-
oped across the flexural cracks. In general, this type of crack would
form at a load slightly greater than the load causing the flexural crack-
ing in its immediate vicinity to re-open.
In the fifteen second tests on beams subjected to concentrated
loads, five shear failures occurred in the compression region of the
concrete in the shear span, designated as SC in Table 60 The remaining
ten failures were similar to those which occurred in the first tests,
either web crushing ~r stirrup fracture.
The maximum length of shear span on which a web crushing fail-
ure occurred in the second tests was 60 in. Photographs of second tests
in which web crushing failures occurred, on F-3, F-7, and F-19 tested on
shear spans of 40, 60, and 50 in., respectively, are shown in Figo 200
In these and all subsequent second test photographs, the crack patterns
are marked in exactly the same manner as they were for the first tests
except that any additional cracking in the shear span during the second
test is marked by dashed rather than solid lines. The first indication
of failure in F-3 was some plight spalling of concrete in the web, which
occurred after the shear span had sustained the ultimate shear of 48
kips for seve.ral minutes 0 The spalling was accompanied by a drop of
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roughly 8 percent in the load indicated on the testing machine. An
attempt at bringing the shear back up to the ultimate shear was unsuc-
cessful, as further spalling and crushing in the web took place, finally
causing the compression flange to break as shown in the photograph. Fail-
ures in F-7 and F-l9 were both initiated by crushing in the web at the
junction of the web and top flange and by the development of a tension
crack in the top fibers. The fact that the shear span for the second
test on F-19 was 10 in. greater than for the first test had no apparent
effect on the failure.
Stirrup fracture failure occurred in the second tests on F-2,
F-IO, F-ll, and F-l3. The characteristics of the failure in F-2, tested
on a shear span of 40 in., were similar to those of a web crushing fail-
ure. The failure occurred suddenly, but only a single stirrup was frac-
tured and the beam did not collapse. Photographs of th~ second tests on
F-IO, F-ll, and F-13, tested on shear spans of 70, 70, and 80 in., re-
spectively, are shown in Fig. 21. These suddenly occurring failures are
different from the stirrup fracture failures obtained in the first testse
In fact~ the appear~nce of the beams would suggest that the failure
should be classified as shear compression. However, an examination of
the beams after failure showed that fracture of the web reinforcement
had occurred. Counting from the support, the 16th and 17th stirrups in
F-lO, the 6th stirrup in F-ll, and the 21st, 22nd, and 23rd stirrups in
F-13 were the fractured bars. In every case, the fractured web rein-
forcement is located in the region· where the critical inclined crack
penetrates the "top flange, or in other words, near the top of the in-
clined crack just preceding failure. Note that F-ll and F-l3 in these
tests had been loaded in the second test on a shear span which was 10 in.
longer than the first test.
The five beams which failed in shear compression in the second
test were F-S, F-8, F-9, F-l2, and F-l4. All five of the failures were
similar, the region of failure being adjacent to the load point and
entirely in the shear span. Pictures of the failures in F-5, F-9, and
F-12 tested on shear spans of 50, 90, and 80 in., respectively, are shown
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in Fig. 22. The failures in F-5 and F-8 occurred suddenly, whereas there
was some warning of failure in F-12 and F-l4 by the development of several
inclined cracks in the web spreading progressively toward the reaction.
The formation of the inclined cracks in the latter two beams resulted in
a drop in the load indicated on the testing machine, and in attempting to
bring the load back up the failure occurred. Spalling of concrete in the
top fibers adjacent to the load point was observed prior to the failure
in F-9. In this case the load began to drop off slowly, and after it had
dropped off about 10 percent the 12th stirrup from the support broke. This
stirrup can be located if it is noted that the stirrup directly below the
load point is the 15th stirrup from the suppprt.
4.
4.1 PROCEDURE
U N I FOR M LOA D T EST S
Uniform loads were applied to F-l7 and F-l8, using the arrange-
ment shown in Fig. 23. A similar arrangement has been used by Leonhardt
andWalther(20). Two salvage fire hoses filled with water were centered
on the top flange of the beam. The ends of the fire hoses at one end of
the beam were capped. A common connection was provided at the other end,
by means of elbows connected to the end fittings. Four 8WF loading beams,
each equal in length to one-fourth of. the test span, were placed on top
of the fire hoses. The adjacent ends of the loading beams were cut at a
slight angle to prevent interference when the test beam deflected. Lateral
bracing was clamped to the top flanges of the end two loading beams, and
pin connected at its other end to the columns in the loading frame. Lat-
eral displacement between the ends of adjacent loading beams was prevented.
A photograph of the test set-up is shown in Fig. 240 Details
of the reactions are similar to the details for the concentrated load
tests, except that the width of bearing was 9 in. A tarpaulin was placed
between the loading beams and the fire hoses for protection of the fire
hoses. Also, the loading beams were tied together loosely by means of
ropes to prevent them from falling in case of complete collapse of the
test beam. Load was applied by means of 55 kip Amsler hydraulic jacks
connected to a loading frame which was pretensioned to the floor of the
laboratory.
Several trial runs up to approximately one-half of the flex-
ural cracking load were required to properly position the jacks on the
loading beams. Additional lateral bracing would have been desirable.
In the actual test, load was applied in increments of one kip on each
loading beam, equivalent to two kinds of each reaction. A test took
approximately three hours to complete. Further tests were conducted
on the remaining intact part of the beams after failure, but the results
were considered affected by the first test and are not included in this
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report. Cylinder and modulus of rupture tests were conducted on the same
day as the beam test. Data taken during the test was the same as that
for the concentrated load tests.
4.2 PRINCIPAL TEST RESULTS
F-17 and F-18 were tested on span lengths of 12 ft - 6 1no and
17 ft - 6 in., respectively. It was evident during the test that a nearly
perfect distribution of load was obtained, and therefore the uniform load,
w, was determined as four times the jack load divided by the span length.
Flexural cracking was first observed at a load of 5.1 kips per ft in F-l7,
corresponding to a net flexural cracking moment, M ,of 100 kip-ft, and
cr
at a load of 2.7 kips per ft in F-l8, corresponding to M equal to
cr
104 kip-ft. Inclined cracking appeared in both test beams initially as
flexure shear cracking, and subsequently ,at higher loads as inclined crac~
ing precipitated by the formation of a flexural crack. Diagonal tension
cracking appeared in the ma~imum shear region adjacent to the reactions
of F-l7. at loads of 7.4 kips per ft in one end and 7.7 kips per ft in the
other end.
F-17 failed in shear compressiop at an ultimate load of 8.6 kips
per ft. No stirrups were broken. Failure occurred at approximately the
third point of the span. Spa1ling of the top poncrete fibers near mid-
span was observed just prior to failure. F-l8 collapsed suddenly when
several stirrups fractured at a load of 4.7 kips per ft. However, F-18
had sustained a maximum load of 4.8 kips per ft before it bec'ame necessary
to unload and adjust ,the stroke of the jacks.
4.3 BEHAVIOR AND MODES OF FAILURE
The behavior of F-17 and F-18 is shown by the load-deflection
curves in Fig. 25. Both curves show that the response to load was linear
up to approximately one-half of the ultimate load Q The loads at which
flexural cracking was first observed are shown as Fe, and occur just after
a slight amount of curvature can be detected at the end of the linear re-
gion of the curve. The transition region in which the sharpest change of
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slope occurs is immediately after flexural cracking for F-l8, but de-
layed somewhat for F-17. After the transition region the curves become
quasi-linear to the ultimate load.
In the case of F-18, lack of stroke in the jacks necessitated
unloading the beam, adjusting the jacks, and reloading to failure. At,·
the maximum load of 4.8 kips per ft in the first load cycle, which was
the highest load that the beam sustained and therefore regarded as the
ultimate load, F-l8 had nearly reached its computed flexural capacity
of 4.9 kips per ft. Furthermore the appearance of the beam indicated
that failure was imminent, but when the limiting displacement of the
jacks was reached the beam had to be unloaded. No deflection readings
were taken during the unloading cycle, which consequently is indicated
as a dashed line from the deflection at the end of the first test to
the deflection at zero load. The recovery of the beam was excellent~
Flexural and shear cracks were closed, indicating that a major part or
all of the prestress force remained, and the residual deflection was
only 0,.42 in. F-l8 was rapid ly loaded to fai lure in the second cycle,
with only deflection readings taken at jack load increments of 5 kips.
F1exu~al cracking was first observed in F-l7 at a load of
5.1 kips per ft, corresponding to a computed tensile stress in the
bottom fibers at mid-span of 850 psi, or 10.2Jf~. In F-18, flexural
cracking was first observed at a load of 2.7 kips per ft, correspond-
ing to a computed tensile stress in the bottom fibers at mid-span of
1010 psi, or 12 .• Vf I. The ,predominantly flexure cracks were confined
.' c
to a relatively narrow region on either side of the centerline of
approximately 10 in. for F-l7 and 20 in. for F-l8. Outside of this
region any cracking which began as a flexural crack showed the influence
of shear by turning and becoming inclined in the direction of increasing
moment,.
Both flexure shear and diagonal tension inclined cracking'was
observed in the tests. Failure in both beams, however, was the result
of flexure shear cracking. The selection of a particular load as the
significant inclined cracking load was difficult, because of the rela'~
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tively wide region 'in which the failure occurred. The loads which were
selected should be regarded as the approximate inclined cracking load.
Sketches of the crack patterns in F-17 .and F-l8 at these loads are shown
in Figs. 26 and 27. All quantities and symbols have exactly the same
meaning as the similar figures drawn for the concentrated load tests,
except that the numbers written below the beam noW indicate the load,
in kips per ft, at which the crack directly above was first observed.
The diagonal tension cracking adjacent to the reaction in the
left half of F-17 occurred suddenly at the load of 7.4 kips per ft. By
extrapolation, the critical principal tensile stress at the center of
gravity of the section can be estimated as 750 psi, or 9.~f'. The
c
critical failure region appeared to be located in the region adjacent
to grid line 7 in the left side of the beam, and therefore either of
the cracks beginning at 6.7 or 7.4 kips per ft could have been instru-
mental in causing failure. The diagonal tension cracking in the right
end of F-17 also occurred suddenly, at the load of 7.7 kips per ft.
Assuming that the crack closest to the reaction formed first, the criti-
cal principal stress can be estimated as 740 psi, or 8.9(f'. The dia-
c
gonal tension cracking at either end did not, at any time during the
test, appear to be critical.
No inclined diagonal tension cracks formed near the reactions
in F-l8. Only flexure shear cracking developed in the interior part of
the span. Failure occurred in .th~ ,right half of the span, located prin-
cipally in the region between grid lines 8 and 9. Therefore any, or
perhaps all three, of the flexure' shear cracks forming at 3.4, 3e6, and
4.1 kips per ft could have been critical in causing failure e The path
of the flexure shear crack, for which the principal stresses and stress
trajectories are determined, follows closely the slope of the stress tra-
jectory.
Photographs of each half of F-17 after failure are shown in
Fig. 28. F-l7 failed suddenly but not catastrophically at an uttimate
load of 8.6 kips per ft. Mid-span moment at failure, including the
dead load moment, was therefore 171 kip-ft, or 89 percent of the com-
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puted ultimate flexural capacity of 191 kip-ft. Spa1ling of the top
concrete fibers approximately 8 in. away from the centerline of the
beam was observed just prior to failure. However, the appearance of
the beam after failure indicates that the critical section was located
at the third point of the span, where the kink in the beam may 'be ob-
served. At this section, the conditions at the junction of the web
and top flange were critical, At failure an inclined crack ran from
this region to the location at which spalling was observed, displacing
a wedge shaped piece similar to the SC failures in the second tests on
beams subjected to concentrated loads. Therefore the failure in F-17 was
regarded as due to shear compression.
Failure in F-18 occurred suddenly and catastrophically, due
to fracture of the web reinforcement. Photographs of each half of F-18
after failure, and a close-up view of the failure region are shown in
Figo 29. The maximum load carried by F-l8, in the first load cycle, was
4.8 kips per ft. Total mid-span moment at the maximum load was there-
fore 188 kip-ft, or 98 percent'-' of the computed ultimate capacity of
191 kip-ft. Despite the closeness to a flexural failure, there was no
evidence of any spalling in the top concrete fibers prior to failure o
Failure occurred, in the second load cycle, when the 9th through 14th
stirrups from the right support broke. An X mark is placed above the
fractured stirrups in Fig:. 27. The stirrups were fractured at a level
corresponding approximately to the junction of the web and top flange.
The critical section was at the third point of the span, where the
'kink in the beam may be observed. Despite the fact that the reason
for failure ~n F-l8 was different from that in F-17, the'appearance of
the two beams after failure was very similar.
5.
5 • 1 APPROACH-
S T R ENG T H o F T EST B E A M S
Several different approaches were considered in evaluating
the shear strength of the test beams. Comparing the test results to
the predicted shear strength from the "truss analogy", which assumes
that the total shear is carried by the web reinforcement, indicated
that the strength of the test beams was from 4 to 14 times greater
than the predicted strength. This comparison illustrates the well
known fact that the "truss analogy" is overly conservative when applied
to prestressed concrete beams. Furthermore, it indicates that a sub-
stantial part of the total shear must have been carried by the concrete.
Paragraph 1.13.13 of the AASHO specifications(21) evaluates
shear strength by a modified form of the "truss analogy" equation o This
equation, when solved for ultimate shear, becomes:
v
u
"d
=2Af.L+,V
v Y. s c
=
rf
2b' jd-X + V100 c (5)
Equation 5 assumes that part of the total shear is carried by the web
reinforcement, and part by the concrete. The part carried by the web
reinforcement is equal to the first term in Eq. 5., The part carried by
the concrete, V , is equal to a specified stress, 0.06 ff, assumed to
c c
act over that part of the cross-section defined by b'jd, not to exceed
180 b' jd.
The test results were compared to the predicted shear strengths
determined from Eq. 5. Ratios of test to predicted ultimate shear strength
for all of the concentrated load tests except F~20, F-2l, and F-22 are
plotted in Fig. 30,. The number written beside each point is the value
of rf /100 in the shear span in which the failure occurred o While pre-y
dictions using Eq. 5 are better than the "truss analogy", it is equally
evident that this equation does not provide a satisfactory eyaluation of
ultimate shear strength. The test to predicted ratios ranged between 1 9 6
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and 3.1, with the higher ratios associated with the lower aid ratios e
For a given amount of web reinforcement, decreasing the shear span in-
creased the test to predicted ratio of shear strength. For a given
shear span, increasing the amount of web reinforcement decreased the
test to predicted ratio of shear strength,. Conseque~tly Eq. 5 does not
reflect the behavior of the test beams.
The best approach to the evaluation of shear strength would
be through the development of equilibrium and compatibility expressions
which properly take into account the conditions existing at failure.
However, the different modes of failure of the test beams were very
complex. Walther(3,4) has proposed expressions for evaluating the shear
compression type of failure. However, these expressions did not closely
predict the shear strength of the test beams. The failures are closely
examined in Section 5.5, but the extremely complex nature of the failure
was not evaluated mathematically.
An empirical approach was consequently used in Section 5.5 to
evaluate the shear strength of the test beams. It was considered of
primary importance that the evaluation should be in agreement with the
observed behavior of the test beams, which was described in detail in
the two preceding chapters. In every case, the shear failures resulted
from the development and extension of inclined cracks. These inclined
cracks, either directly or indirectly, caused the destruction of some
load carrying element in the beam, thus triggering the shear failure o
it is therefore evident that the load causing inclined cracking is sig-
nificant in the evaluation of the test results.
Inclined cracking observed in the test beams was classified as
either flexure shear or diagonal tension. The important features of these
two types of cracks are illustrated in Fig. 3l~ Diagonal tension cracking
started from an interior point in the web of the beam. Depending upon
the length of shear span, it would either precede or, follow flexural or
flexure shear cra<;.king. Flexure shear cracking was always associated with
the development of a flexural crack. This flexural crack, depending upon
the distance from the load point and the shear span to effective depth
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ratio, would either turn and become inclined in the direction of increas-
ing moment, or would precipitate inclined cracking in the web above it.
Consequently the flexural cracking strength of the test beams is an im-
portant factor in the determination of the load causing inclined flexure
shear cracking.
It therefore follows that both the flexural and inclined
cracking strength are important in the evaluation of the ultimate shear
strength of the test beams. Another factor of importance is the ulti-
mate flexural strength, which limits the shear that any section of the
beam may be required to withstand. All of these strength properties are
examined in the following sections of this chapter, and provide the basis
for the evaluation of the ultimate shear strength of the test beams.
5 • 2 FLEXURAL CRACKIN'G STRENGTH
Values of the applied load moment causing flexural cracking,
M ,in the first test on beams subjected to concentrated loads were
cr
given in Table 5. Since maximum applied load moment in both the sym-
metrically and unsymmetrically loaded beams occurred at the load point
adjacent to Region B, the applied load shear causing flexural cracking
was related to M by:
cr
V
cr
= (6)
Shears determined from Eq. 6 are given in Table 7 and plotted in Fig. 32.
The flexural cracking moment of the test beams would generally
be calculated from the equation:
Since Mfc is equal to Mcr plus the dead _load moment, Md , Eqo 7 when solved
for f~ becomes:
Mfc = Zb (f' + ! + Fe)t A Zb (7)
f' =
t
M +Md Iecr _ F (_ + __)
Zb ,A Zb
(8)
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Values of the flexural tensile strength of the concrete were computed
from Eq. 8 using the properties of the transformed section, and are
given in Table 7 for the observed flexural cracking load of each beam,
including the uniformly loaded test beams. The maximum dead load moment
in the test beams, given in Table 7, was used in computing f~. The aver-
age computed tensile stress in the bottom fibers at flexural cracking was
770 psi. Consideration was given to relating f~ to /f~ and f~p. Ratios
of f~ to these quantities have been plotted against concrete strength in
Figs. 33 and 34. Neither plot shows any definite variation with concrete
strength. Preference was given to the use of the relationship between
f' and /f' .
t c
The average value of f'//f' was equal to 9.5~ Except for F-10,
t c
the values of £'//f' fall within the range of 7 to 12. In the case oft c ~
F-lO, two flexural cracks approximately 20 in. apart were observed at
the same time. Therefore the low value of f'//f' cannot be attributed
t c
to a mistaken observation, or to a single weak section in the concrete
as might be caused by a void. Rather the strength of the concrete in
F-lO, in the tension flange, must have been weaker than determined from
the cylinder tests.
Based on an "average" test beam in which F is equal to 89.1 kips
and f~ is equal to 6560 psi, the flexural cracking moment, Mfc ' computed
from Eq. 7 for a flexural tensile stress of 9.5/f' is 98.0 kip-ft. Simi-
c
larly for a flexural tensile stress of 8/f', Mf is 9305 kip-ft. Deduct-c c
ing the average dead load moment of 3.0 ki,p-ft, M for critical stresses
, cr
of 9.5/f' and 8/f' is 95.0 and 90.5 kip-ft, respectively. Plots of V
c c cr
for M equal to 95.0 and 90.5 kip-ft are shown in Fig. 32 for comparison
cr
with the observed values of applied load shear causing flexural cracking.
It is evident that the computed flexural cracking shear based on a criti-
cal stress of 9.5/f' is a good respresentation of the observed values over
c
the entire range of aid ratios investigated.
It should be noted that the values of V tend to be higher than
cr
the true flexural cracking shears., because of the difficulty in detecting
the first crack at the instant of formation. However, the constant or
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nearly constant moment region in the test beams was in most instances
several feet wide. Usually only one crack would be observed in this
region at the indicated value of M Other flexural cracks would be
cr
observed only after additional load had been applied, and consequently
the majority of cracks in the constant or nearly constant moment region
would form at higher stresses than the value of f~ given in Table 7,
5.3 INCLINED CRACKING STRENGTH
Inclined cracking observed in the test beams was described in
Sections 3.3 and 4.3, and was classified as either diagonal tension or
flexure shear, as shown in Fig. 31. Diagonal tension cracking occurred
in tests on aid ratios less than 305. Flexure shear cracking occurred
in tests on aid ratios greater than 50 In tests on aid ratios between
3.5 and 5, the inclined cracking had characteristics which, in different
tests, was associated with either diagonal tension or flexure shear
cracking. Values of applied load shear, V. , causing significant inclined
1C
cracking in the test beams were given in Tables 5 and 60 Figure 35 shows
the variation in the observed values of V. with length of shear span.
1C
Diagonal tension cracking start~d from an interior point in the
web of the test beams Bnd was caused by principal tensile stresses in the
web exceeding the tensile strength of the concreteo In general, the
first diagonal tension crack formed near the mid-point of, the shear span,
and was subsequently critical in causing a shear failure. Exceptions
to this occurred when the first crack formed either close to the reac-
tion or close to the load point. However, in these cases additional in-
clined cracks which subsequently would be critical in causing failure
would usually form near the mid-point at slightly higher loads 0
Significant diagonal tension cracking had two important charac-
teristics o The maximum principal tensile stress responsible for crack-
ing occurred close to the cg, and the slope of the path of the crack was
closely associated with the slope of the compressive stress trajectory
at the cg. Accordingly, values of the principal tensile stress at the
cg, cr~~, causing significant inclined cracking were selected from
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sketches of the crack patterns in the figures in Appendix I~ These
values are recorded in Table 8. Even though diagonal tension cracking
occurred only in tests on the shorter shear spans, values of crcg atpt
significant inclined cracking were selected for all of the concentrated
load tests except F-20, F-21, and F-22. For tests in which diagonal
tension cracking occurred, the value of cr;~ was taken at the intersec-
tion of the path of the crack and the cg of the beam. For tests in
which flexure shear cracking occurred, the value of crcg was taken at thept
cg directly above the initiating flexure crack, indicated by the ylmark
below the crack. In either case, the exact location is not important,
because the values of crcg are nearly constant along the shear span. Thept
variation in the ratio of cr;~ to /f~ with length of shear span is shown
in Fig. 36.
If the assumption that an excessive principal tensile stress
at the center of gravity of the section causes diagonal tension cracking
is correct, it should be possible to select a constant value of crcg aspt
the critical stress, since the only factor which affected the state of
stress assumed in calculating the principal tensile stresses was the
smalL,dead weight of the test beams. The average value of cr;~ for tests
on aid ratios equal to or less than 3.53 was:
5.5/f'
c
(9)
While Eqo 9 represents the data for tests in which diagonal tension
cracking generally occurred to about the same degree of consistency
as tensile tests on concrete, it is also apparent that the values of
cr
cg
are inversely related to the length of shear span, This is due topt
several factors. For short shear spans less than approximately twice
the total depth of the beam, the magnitude of the vertical stresses at
the cg influences the state of stress. These vertical stresses delay
the formation of diagonal tension cracks. Since the calculated princi-
pal tensile stresses were based on the aasumption that .the vertica·l stress
component is zero, a higher value than the true value of crcg was obtained.pt
For shear spans greater than approximately three times the depth of the
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beam, diagonal tension cracking tended to form forward in the shear span
toward the load point. In these cases, the maximum principal tensile
stress along the path of the crack is below the cg. Therefore ~c~ is
,p
lower than the principal tensile stress causing Gracking.
A good fit to the selected values of ~;~ over the entire range
of shear spans on which tests were conducted is provided by the equation
cg
(jpt (8 - Ge78 a/d)/f'c (10.)
This equation has the advantage of avoiding the need to make any sharp
distinction between diagonal tension and flexure shear crackingG
Assuming that the state of stress at the cg is responsible
for inclined cracking, the following expression was obtained from Eqs.
1, 2, and 3 for predicting the applied load shear causing significant
inclined cracking in the test beams:
V.
J.c
'(cr,c g )" ,(K)' -" Vpt A' ," d (11 )
Inclined cracking shears calculated for an "average" test beam from Eq.
11, based on Eq. la, are compared to the test values in Fig. 35. Vd
was assumed equal to the dead load shear at the mid-point of the shear
span, or (0.86 - 0.13 a/d) in kips if the length of an "average" test
beam is assum~d equal to 180 in. It is evident from Fig. 35 that the
prediction of diagonal tension cracking obtained using Eqs. 10 and 11
correlates satisfactorily with the results for tests on ajd ratios
less than 3.5, on which only diagonal tension cracking occurred, and
also for tests on aid ratios between 3.5 and 5, on which both diagonal
tension and flexure shear crqcking occurred. Only for aid ratios greater
than 5 does the predicted inclined cracking shear begin to go against
the trend of the data.
Flexure shear cracking was associated with the development of
a flexural crack which would turn and become an inclined crack, or which
would precipitate inclined vracking above it. Distances from the con-
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centrated load points to the location of flexural cracks which were con-
sidered responsible for the development of significant flexure shear
cracking, ad, were determined from the figures in Appendix I, and are
recorded in Table 8 and plotted in Fig. 37. As previously noted, the
flexural crack which was selected as critical is designated by a vi
mark below the number which indicates the shear at which the crack was
first observed.
The stresses in the bottom fibers at the location of the flexural
crack initiating significant flexure shear cracking, crb , are also recorded
t
in Table 8. These stresses were interpolated from the stresses shown in
the sketches of the crack patterns. The average value of cr~ determined
in this way was 840 psi, which is comparable to the average value of f~
equal to 770 psi which caused flexural cracking in the test beams 0
The applied' load shear causing flexure shear cracking may be
determined from the equation:
V.
~c
(12)
While there is substantial variation in the selected values of ad, Fig.
37 shows that the distance from the load point to the critical flexural
crack causing significant flexure shear cracking increased with increas-
ing aid ratio. However, a linear relationship established between ad
and aid from the data plotted in Fig. 37, when used to predict V. in
l.C
Eq. 12, did not correlate satisfactorily with the observed values of
. . v. in Fig. 35.
~c
Consequently consideration was given to finding an expression
for ~d which would represent the shear causing the formation of a signi-
ficant flexure shear crack. Solving Eq. 12 for ad:
ad = a - (13)
Values of ad were computed from Eq. 13 for all inclined cracking shears
in Tables 4 and 5 obtained in tests on shear spans equal to or greater
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than 60 in. Mfc minus Md for an "average" test beam was assumed equal
to 96 kip-ft. The values of Qd obtained in this way are plotted in Fig.
38, and show that the distance from the load point to the critical crack
is not a linear function of the shear span. A least squares second
degree curve fit to the values of ad yielded the equation:
ad - - 31.6 + 15.6 (a/d) - 0.88 (a/d)2, in in. (14)
Figures 35 shows that V. determined from Eq. 12, based on values of
~c
~d from Eq. 14, satisfactorily represented the applied load shear caus-
ing significant flexure shear cracking.
In summary, it is concluded that the significant inclined
cracking shear in the test beams may be calculated as the least shear
causing either (1) a principal tensile stress at the cg of (8 - 0.78 a/d)Jf'
c
at a section located at the mid-point of the shear span, or (2) a tensile
stress in the bottom fibers of 9.~f' at a section located (a + 31.6 -
c
15.6 (a/d) + O~88 (a/d)2) in in. from the reaction. As may be seen from
Fig. 39, the inclined cracking shear predicted in this manner represents
within approximately plus or minus 10 percent the shear which caused
significant inclined cracking in the test beams.
The shear causing inclined cracking is generally considered to
be the ultimate shear that can be carried by prestressed beams without
web reinforcement. Four E Series test beams, essentially identical to
the F Series beams except without web reinforcement, were reported in
Fritz Engineering Laboratory Report No. 223.25(7). The maximum shear
carried by these beams is within the band of plus or minus 10 percent
shown in Fig. 39. Therefore the expressions in the preceding paragraph
could be used to predict the ultimate shear strength of F Series beams
without web reinforcement.
5.4 ULTIMATE FLEXURAL STRENGTH
Flexural failures occur when compressive strains above the top
of a flexural crack reach values causing general crushing' and destruction
of the compression region. Only one test beam, F-21, failed in flexure.
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Furthermore, the failure in F-2l may have been influenced by the short
constant moment region in which the failure occurred, which was dis-
cussed in Section 3.3. The strain in the extreme fiber in compression
at failure was approximately 0.004, which is higher than strains of
~pproximately 0.0027 at failure measured in similar E Series beams (7)
except for a longer constant moment regiono
Numerous investigators have shown that the concrete strain
distribution over the depth of the section, if measured over a distance
great enough ,to average out the discontinuities at flexural cracks, re-
mains linear to failure in regions where flexural predominatese This
was verified in the E Series beams (7) e Therefore the calculation of
the ultimate flexural strength of the test beams was based on the assumed
strain and stress distribution shown in Fig. 40. From equilibrium of
internal forces:
or
C = T (15 )
n
= L: A f
i=l si' si
where C =
T =
kl =.
k 3 =
resultant compressive force in the concrete
resultant tensile force in the steel
ratio of maximum compressive stress to average
compressive stress
r~tio of maximum compressive stress to strength
of concrete, ft, determined from standard cylinder
tests c
b = flange width of I-beam
c = distance from extreme fibers in compression to
neutral axis at failure
A cross-sectional area of steel at a particular level, i
s .
f ~ = stress in steel
s.
~
n = number of levels of steel
Equation 15 is valid only if c is less than the depth of i the compression
flange at its full width. From equilibrium of internal and external
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moments:
n
Mfu = ~ A f (d - k c)i=l si si c 2
(16 )
where ::: moment causing flexural failure
ratio of distance from extreme fibers in compression
to resultant compressive force in the concrete to c.
d
c
n
'E A f d;
i=l si si ...
n
'E A f
i=l si si
= distance from top fibers to resultant
tensile force in the steel
Since the concrete strain distribution is linear over the depth
of the section:
where
'd - c
i
€ €
cu. c u
~
Scu. ~ tensile concrete strain at a particular level, i
~
€ ultimate concrete compressive strain.
u
(17)
Assuming that the change in steel strain during loading to failure is
equal to the change in strain in the adjacent concrete:
€
suo
~
::: €
se.
~
+ e
ceo
l.
+ e
cu.
l.
(18)
Equations 15, 16, 17, and 18 are sufficient to determine Mfu
if the stress-strain relationship of the steel is known. Because the
sttess-strain curve of prestressing steel does not lend itself to simple
continuous mathematical representation, the solution for Mfu is gener-
where
€ = total strain in steel at a particular level, i
suo
l.
e strain in steel at the effective prestress force
se.
~
e = compressive strain in the concrete
ee.
l.
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ally performed by assuming a value for c'. Since € is an assumed pro-
u
perty of the concrete, e ,can be determined from Eqs. 17 and 18.
su
A f can then be determined from the load-strain curve for the steel.
s. s.
Eqaatton 15 can now be solved for c, and if the calculated and assumed
values of c are equal the correct value was assumed. If not, a new
value of c must be assumed and the procedure repeated until agreement
is obtained. When agreement has been obtained, the ultimate flexural
strength, Mfu ' can be determined from Eq. 16.
The solution for ultimate flexural strength using Eqs. 15
through 18 was checked against the results of tests on eight E Series
beams(7) failing in flexure. Values for the constants k l , k 2 , and k3
for determining the magnitude and location of the resultant compressive
force in the concrete recommended by Mattock, Kriz, and Hognestad(22)
were used, as. follows:
k l = 0.85 for fl < 4000 psi orc
0.85 - 0.00005 (f 1 - 4000) for f 1 > 400 psi
c c
k 2
~ k
2 I
k 3 = 0.85
It was found that the test moments were consistently higher than the
calculated values of Mfu ' by an average of 7 percent. The reason for
this could not be determined. Consideration was given to the possibility
that the compression tests on cylinders cast in waxed cardboard molds
with tin bottoms gave lower concrete strengths than implied by the use
of k3 equal to 0.85. However, leeting k3 equal to one still gave cal-
culated moments which differed from the test moments by an average of
4 percent. The effect of the bond condition between the steel and the
concrete was also considered by incorporation of a strain compatibility
factor, ~., in the calculation for ultimate moment, as recommended by
~
Warner and Hulsbos(23) Howeve~, with k3 equal to one and 'i equal to
2, test moments :-.we're···,still .greater ,thari~ ~he· 'calculated ultimate moments
by an average of 2 percent.
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Because of the similarity between the E and F Series beams, it
was concluded that the ultimate flexural strength of the F Series beams
could be closely calculated using Eqs. 15 through 18, assuming k3 equal
to 0.85, e = 0.3 percent, and by increasing the result obtained from
U
Eq. 16 by 7 percent. The flexural strengths of the test ,beams, Mfu '
calculated in this way, are given in Table 7. The calculation was
facilitated by the use of a computer and the following formulation of the
stress-strain curve for the prestressing steel in the F Series beams:
A f 2ge 0 < e < Oo69io
s. s. BU. SU.
~ ~ ~ ~
A f = -22.4 + 97.4es. s. SU.
~ 1. ~ (19)
-60.9e:2 3 0.69% < < 2.0%+ l2.6e €su. su. SU.
l. 1 1.
A f
s. s.
~ 1.
28.0 + 0.355e:
su.
~
2.0% < e
su.
1.
The quantity A f in Eq. 19 has units in kips. The computed ultimate
s. s.
flexural strengEhs~of the test beams varied between 182 and 193 kip-ft;
the average was 189.4 kip-ft. The calculated strength of F-Zl was
189.9 kip-ft, compared to an experimental flexural failure moment of
190.2 kip-ft.
In the preceding calculation of the flexural strength of the
test beams, the neutral axis at failure was approximately 4.5 in. below
the top fibers. Under these circumstances the flange area in compression
is not exactly equal to b times c. However, the product klc was only
very slightly greater than 3 in., which is the depth of the "equivalent"
rectangular stress block, and therefore the effect· on Mfu 'was considered
negligible.
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5.5 ULTIMATE SHEAR STRENGTH
Thirty-seven of the 38 tests on 23 simply supported beams
described in Chapters 3 and 4 resulted in shear failures o These failures
were classified as web crushing, stirrup fracture, and shear compression.
Except for F-20 and F-22, the failures were due to inclined
diagonal tension or flexure shear cracks which remained entirely within
the shear span. There was no evidence from these failures of any com-
patibility condition which could be used to relate steel strains to
concrete strains and thereby permit the calculation of an ultimate
shear moment similarly to the calculation of ultimate flexural moment.
Rather the behavior of the beams indicated that a re-distribution of
forces took place at inclined cracking which subsequently resulted in
serveral different types of action causing the observed failures.
Beams F-20 and F-22 failed when an inclined flexure shear
crack, which had extended beneath the load point into the constant
moment region adjacent to the shear span, caused crushing and destruc-
tion of the compression region. Flexure shear cracks had penetrated
the constant moment region in other tests, although only for short
distances, without causing similar failures, Therefore the shortness
of the constant moment region, 13 in. for F-20 and 23 in o for F-22, was
considered to have had an influence on the failure o
Action Causing the Shear Failures
The forces acting in a prestressed beam in a region in "which
shear is critical may be considered by separating the beam along the
path of an inclined crack, and by a vertical cut through the concrete
at the top of the crack, as shown in Fig. 41. The principal forces
acting at this section are the two components of the resultant force in
the prestressing steel, Th and Tv' the two components of the resultant
force in the web reinforcement, V h and V ,and the resultant compres-
w wv
sive force transmitted through the concrete above the top of the in-
clined crack, which has a horizontal component represented by the com-
pressive thrust, C, and a vertical component represented by the shear
force, V. Not shown are forces which would exist when the path of the
c
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inclined crack does not extend completely through the concrete in the
tension flange of the beam. This is the usual situation when diagonal
tension inclined cracking occurs. It also occurs for flexure shear
cracking which is precipitated by but not connected to a flexural crack.
However, any force transmitted through the concrete in the tension flange
region is, except for short shear spans, relatively small, and for this
discussion may be considered as adding to the force in the steel.
Most of the shear failures were caused by the action of the
compressive thrust in the shear span. Consider the shear span of the
typical test beam represented in Figa 42. It is assumed that the pre-
stress force is fully effective at the section through the reaction.
Consider first a prestressed beam without web reinforcement
when the doweling force, T , is assumed negligible~ An inclined crack
v
suddenly traversing the web moves the thrust line upwards above the
apex of the crack, as shown in Fig. 42. Assuming that the beam can sus-
tain the same moment after inclined cracking that caused the cracking,
it follows that the magnitude of the thrust, although not necessarily
the compressive stress above the crack, is reduced. Since there can be
no transfer of horizontal shear across the inclined crack, the magnitude
of the tension and compressive forces must remain constant along the
~ength of the crack. Therefore the distance between these forces depends
on the variation in the external moment, causing the compressive thrust
line to take the position shown in Fig. 42. In effect, "beam action" in
the region of the crack has· been changed to "tied arch action".
It was shown in Section 5,.3 that the load causing significant
inclined cracking was approximately the ultimate load in beams without
web reinforcement. The explanation in the preceding paragraph would seem
to conflict with this, since under the assumed conditions the position of
the thrust line moves upward and the magnitude of the thrust is reduced.
However, a doweling force of significant magnitude must exist in beams
without web reinforcement. If it did not, there would be no deflection
of the part of the beam below the inclined crack, which would mean that
an impossible separation of the beam at the junction of the t,ension
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flange and the inclined crack would exist. Although all of the F Series
beams had web reinforcement, four E Series beams(7) did not have vertical
stirrups. As may he seen from Figs. 7 and 9 in Ref •. 7, the critical in-
clined crack ran back along the junction of the web and the bottom flange.
toward the reaction. This action was caused by the doweling force tear-
ing the tension flage away from the web. Under these conditions, the part
of the beam above the inclined crack acted as an eccentrically loaded arch
rib, and failure occurred due to crushing of the concrete in Region K~
Associated with this failure was the characteristic tension crack in the
top flange above the point where the crushing occurred. Thus the absence
of web reinforcement caused an immediate change at the time of inclined
cracking from "beam action" to "tied arch action", and the latter type of
action was incapable of sustaining additional load.
If identical inclined cracks would form in beams with and with-
out web reinforcement, the thrust line would -move further upwards in the
beam with web reinforcement because the shear taken by the web reinforce-
me,nt decreases the shear which must be carried by the concrete and also
therefore the slope of the thrust lineo However, web reinforcement re-
strains the development of the crack. Thus, at the load causing signifi-
cant inclined cracking the distance from the top fibers to the apex of
the crack is least in beams without web reinforcement e The shear taken
by the web reinforcement makes the shape of the thrust line similar to
the shape before the inclined crack formed, indicating that the web re-
inforcement restores "beam action".
Mattock and Kaar(22) and Bruce(24) have shown that deformed
stirrups yield almost immediately when crossed by an inclined crack e
As the load is increased, the inclined crack may extend and cross addi-
tional stirrups. The force in the ~tirrups may also be increased if the
strains in the stirrups go into the strain hardening range. However,
the doweling action of the strand and the shear resistance of the tension
flange is a variable quantity of uncertain magnitude, which in the tests
often appeared to destroy itself as the load was increased above the in-
clined cracking load. Consequently the shear carried by the stirrups,
the doweling action, and the tensio-n flange is, or is close to being,
a maximum when significant inclined cracking occurs e Therefore the com-
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pressive thrust line moves to a maximum height in the beam at or shortly
after reaching the load causing significant inclined cracking, and as
the beam is loaded further moves downward. Thus when a beam with
sufficient web reinforcement to restore "beam action" after inclined
cracking is loaded further, the action changes progressively with in-
creasing load from "beam action" to "tied arch action". Because of the
action described in the preceding paragraph, an important factor in the
ultimate shear strength is the resistance that the web reinforcement pro-
vides to tearing of the tension flange away from the web.
Beam F-6, shown in Fig. 15, and F-lS, shown in Fig. 17, both
resemble the E Series failures without web reinforcement, and apparently
failed in compression of the arch rib after inclined cracking had extended
along the junction of the web and bottom flange to the reaction. In the
case of F-6, the failure was classified as web crushing. However, in the
case of F-5, stirrups in the shear span were fractured. It is impossible
to know whether the stirrup fracture failure triggered the crushing fail-
ure in the web, or vice versa. F-6 and F-15 had rf /100 values in they
failure regions of 47 and 34, respectively, and therefore rf /100 equaly
to 47 was the minimum amount of web reinforcement required to prevent this
type of failure in these tests.
When the web reinforcement provided was sufficient to prevent
the tension flange from being torn away from the web, crushing failures
occurred in many cases due to the action of the compressive thrust at
the junction of the compression flange and the web, shown by Region L
in Fig. 42. The characteristics of the failures were similar to F-6 and
F 7 l5, except that the location of the failures was more toward the mid-·
point of the shear span. F-l, shown in Fig. 15, was a good example of
this type of failure.
The failures at the junction of the web and top flange were
further complicated by several conditions. In many cases more than one
inclined crack contributed to the failure. Consider the forces acting
at two adjacent inclined cracks in the test beam, as shown in Fig. 43.
This part of the beam acts as a strut. However, the resultant of all
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of the strand and stirrup forces is not necessarily directed along the
axis of the strut. Therefore the critical section at the junction of
the web and top flange is subjected to an eccentric load which can ini-
tiate the crushing failure. This appeared to be the case in F-3, F-7,
and F-IO, shown in Fig. 15. In these failures the shear reached a maxi-
mum and slowly dropped off. At some point the action described in the
preceding paragraph occurred, and the beam suddenly lost its remaining
strength.
Several test beams had a wedge shaped piece of the compression
flange sheared out. For example, refer to the pictures of F-16 in
Fig. 17, and F-18 in Fig. 29. In the first test on beams subjected to
concentrated loads, this phenomenon was associated with some of the fail-
ures caused by fracture of the stirrups, particularly for the longer
shear spans. In the second tests, however, failures of this type occurred
in which there were no stirrups fractured, the failure being classified
as shea~ compression. The action which caused; ,the wedge shaped piece of
the compression flange to be sheared out is illustrated in Fig. 44. In
this figure, point a is the apex of an inclined crack. The forces act-·
ing on any place OP emanating from point 0 would be very complex and
difficult to determine. However, they may be represented by a result-
ant shear, thrust, amd moment - V ,T ,and M - respectively. It
op op op
is evident, therefore, that the moment, M ,may produce tensile stresses
op
at the apex of the crack, causing it to extend. Besides being responsible
for the failures which were classified as shear compression, the moment,
M ,could also have caused the stirrup fracture failures which in many
op
cases occurred at or toward the top of an inclined crack.
The failure in the uniform load test on F-17, shown in Fig~ 28,
also fits the action described in Fig. 44 very closely. The failure
occurred approximately at the third point. However, just prior to fail-
ure spalling. of the extreme fibers in compression was observed at the loca-
tion which after failure was seen to be at the front of the wedge.
It is therefore evident that the nature of the forces which
caused the shear failures in the te'st beams is very complex. Whereas
the web crushing failures tended to occur on the shorter shear spans,
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the stirrup fracture failures on the longer shear spans, and the shear
compression failures in the reloaded tests, there was no clear dividing
line between the different types of failure. The failures were further
complicated by the somewhat random manner in which the crack patterns
formed. The difficulty in developing a rational mathematical formula-
tion of the observed behavior is therefore apparent, and consequently
an empirical evaluation of the shear strength was made.
Evaluation of the Concentrated Load Tests
The effect of the two principal variables in this investigation,
amount of web reinforcement and length of shear span, on the shear strength
of the test beams subjected to concentrated loads is shown in Fig. 45.
By means of the different symbols, differentiation can be made between the
shears causing failure in the first and second tests. The amount of web
reinforcement in the failure region is indicated by the value of rf /100y
written beside each point. The applied load shear causing flexural and
significant inclined cracking and the shear which would develop the
flexural capacity of an tlaverage" test beam are indicated by V ,V. ,
cr ~c
and Vfu ' respectively.
Figure 45 shows that the presence of vertical stirrups enables
the beam to· carry a greater shear than the shear causing significant in-
clined cracking. For every shear span, an increase in rf /100 isy
accompanied by an increase in the ultimate shear strength, except for
the three beams which had the critical shear span increased 10 in. for
the second test. That there can be substantial variation in the results
is shown by the tests on F-Xl on a 48 in. shear span. Both shear spans
had an equal amount of web reinforcement, rf /100 equal to 117. ~ However,y
the shear capacity of the beam was 18 percent greater in the second test
than in the first test.
is shown in Fig. 46. Contours of the test results were estimated for
The effect of the two principal variables on the nominal ulti-
mate shear stress, v , where:
u
v
u
v
u
b'd (20)
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rf /100 values of 50, 100, 150, and 200. This figure shows that they
nominal shearing stress at failure decreases with increasing aid ratio
for a given amount of web reinforcement. The lowest ultimate shearing
stress in any beam at failure was 400 psi.
Since Fig. 45 showed that web reinforcement enabled the beam
to carry a shear equal to and in general greater than the shear causing
significant inclined cracking, consideration was directed towards relat-
ing the difference between the ultimate shear and the shear causing
significant inclined cracking to the amount of web reinforcement. A non-
dimensionalized arrangement of the test results was obtained by plotting
(V - v. )/b'~f' against rf /lO~f', as shown in Fig. 47. The units of
u ~c c y c
Jf' are assumed to be psi.
c
The results of the tests on F-20, F-2l, and F-22 are not shown
in Fig. 47 because the mode of failure of these three beams did not per-
mit an experimental determination of the inclined cracking shear in the
same manner as the other beams subjected to concentrated loads. Also,
,the results of 'the second tests on F-ll, F-l3, and F-19 are not shown
because the inclined cracking shear may have been influenced by the
change in length of shear span for the second test G
An improvement in the grouping of the data was obtained by
using predicted values of the inclined cracking shear, as shown in Fig.
48. Based on the work in Section 5.3, V. was calculated as the least
1C
applied load shear which will cause either (1) a principal tensile
stress at the cg equal to (8 - 0.78 a/d)/f' at a section located at the
c
mid-point of the shear span, or (2) a tensile stress in the bottom
fibers equal to 9.5/f' at a section located (a + 31.6 - 15G6 (a/d) +
c
0.88 (a/d)2) in in. from the reaction. The results of all of the con-
centrated load tests are included in Fig. 48, V. being determined for
1C
the critical shear span.
An equation for predicting the ultimate shear was obtained from
a regression analysis of the data in Fig o 48. However, this equation did
not satisfactorily predict the shear strength of the test beams over the
entire range of shear spans investigated, due to the ,weighting of the
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lower amounts of ,web reinforcement in the tests with the longer shear
spans.
Therefore another relationship for the ultimate shear strength
was sought which would be in better agreement with the test beams. It
was considered desirable that this relationship should ha~e a physical
interpretation. The relationship selected was:
v
u
(21)
An interpretation of this equation can be made by reconsidering the
general free-body diagram at an inclined crack shown in Fige 41. Two
of the forces in this free-body diagram, T and V h' are due to the
v w
doweling action in the strand and web reinforcement, respectively.
These forces are caused by the separation of the inclined crack inter-
face normal to the path of the crack. This separatio~ tends to cause
sharp changes in direction, or kinks, in the strand and stirrups. For
these kinks to exist, concentrated forces of appreciable magnitude
would also have to exist in the concrete at the crack interface. Such
forces would cause· localized crushing of the concrete, relieving the
kink and tending to restore the line of action of the resultant force
to the direction of the reinforcement •. Furthermore , doweling action of
any appreciable magnitude in the strand would also tend to destroy it-
self by causing flexural cracks in the cantilevered extension of the
beam at the inclined crack. The existence of such cracks was observed
in the concentrated load tests. Therefore the doweling forces in the
strand and web reinforcement at ultimate load were believed to be small
and of secondary importance.
Considered as a part of T was the shear transferred by the
v
concrete in the tension flange area of the beam. This would be of con-
sequence only for short shear spans.
Assuming V hand T equal to zero and letting V equal tq V ,
w v wv w
the equation for vertical equilibrium at the, inclined crack becomes:
V = V + V
c w
(22)
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Making use of the previously mentioned work by Mattock and Kaar(19) and
Bruce(24) which has shown that yielding of deformed stirrups crossed by
the critical inclined crack occurs in beams falling in shear, V may be
w
expressed as:
v = A f M
w v y s (23)
where ~d is equal to the horizontal projection of the effective length
of the inclined crack. The effective length is regarded as the distance
along the path of the crack from the apex to the lowest point at which
the web reinforcement is effective. Therefore Eq. 22 may be expressed
as:
V (24)
It was shown in Section 5-.3 that the ultimate shear carried by I-beams
of the type tested herein without web reinforcement was closely equal
to the shear causing significant inclined cracking. Assuming that the
contribution to the ultimate shear carried by the concrete in beams
with web reinforcement is equal to the shear causing significant in-
clined cracking, V is equal to V. , and Eq. 21 is established.
c 1C
Studies of the photographs of the test beams after failure indi-
cated that ~d could be conservatively approximated as the distance from
the extreme fiber in compression to the lowest level at which the web re-
inforcement was effective, i.e. 16.5 in. So with {3 ~qua1 ,to,'l.l6.,
Equation 21 has been plotted in Fig. 48 for comparison with the test
results. Predicted ultimate shear strengths and test to predicted ratios
based on Eq. 21 are given in Table 9. The average of the test to pre-
dicted ratios for the concentrated load tests was 1.02.
The test to predicted ratios of ultimate shear strength deter-
mined from Eq. 21 are compared to the length of shear span in Fig. 49.
The test to predicted ratios are greater than one for the lower aid
ratios as expected, because the forces assumed negligible in develop-
ing Eq. 21 become important as the aid ratio decreases. Equation 21
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was therefore regarded as agreeing with the observed behavior of the test
beams.
In the concentrated load tests, stirrup spacings were used which
varied between 3.2 and 10 in. Test to predicted ratios of shear strength,
based on Eq. 21, are compared to the stirrup spacing in Fig. 50. It is
apparent that the different spacings had no discernible effect on the
shear strength.
Correlation with the Uniform Load Tests
The results of the two uniform load tests were examined for
correlation with the results of the concentrated load tests. Both of
these tests had the same amount of web reinforcement, rf /100 equal toy
56, provided by single 3/16 in. diameter bars spaced at 6 in. F-17 and
F-18 were tested on 150 and 210 in. spans, respectively. Shear failures,
described in Section 4.3, occurred in both beams at approximately the
third point of the span length.
When the shear varies, as in the uniform load tests, it is
necessary to closely define the section at which diagonal tension crack-
ing is being predicted. This was done for the uniform load tests by
assuming that the shear at a distance x from the reaction causing signi-
ficant diagonal tension cracking was equal to the shear causing a princi-
pal tensile stress of (8 - 0.78 x/d)/f' at the cg of a section located
c
(x - yd) from the reaction. yd is the horizontal distance from the apex
of the crack to the point where the crack crosses the cg, as illus'trated
in Fig. 51. Since the slope of the stress trajectories at the cg was
approximately 30 degrees, yd was assumed equal to 1.7 times the distanc.e
from the junction of the web and top flange to the cg, or very nearly d/2.
It was also assumed for the uniform load tests, that the shear
at a distance x from the reaction causing significant flexure shear
cracking was equal to the shear causing a tensile stress of 9.5/f' in
c
the bottom fibers at a section located (x - d) from the reaction. In
effect, the flexure shear crack was being assumed to start at a distance
equal to the effective depth of the beam from the apex of the crack, as
shown in Fig. 51.
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The predicted inclined cracking shear at distances x from
the reaction, less the dead load shear, is plotted on the applied load
shear diagram at ultimate load for F-17 and F-18 in Figse 52 and 54,
respectively. The shear diagram for F-17 shows that there were two
regions in the beam where the ultimate applied load shear, V , exceeded
u
the predicted inclined cracking shear. The region closest to the reac-
tion would be associated with diagonal tension cracking. The interior
region would be associated with flexure shear cracking. Figure 28 shows
that the failure occurred as the result of the flexure shear cracking.
The greatest difference between the predicted inclined crack-
ing shear and the ultimate shear for F-17, in the region of flexure
shear cracking, occurred at a section located 54 in. from the reaction.
This section can be located in Fig. 28 as the line representing the 9th
stirrup from the reaction. It is evident that this is as close to the
critical section as can be determined from the photograph of the failure.
At the critical section" the predicted inclined cracking shear and the
ultimate shear are 11.3 and 15.1 kips, respectivelyo The-difference be-
-tween the predicted inclined cracking shear and the ultimate shear is
3.8 kips. According to Eq. 21, the contribution of the web reinforce-
ment to the shear strength would be- 1.16 b'd (rf /100), or 2.8 kips.y
Therefore the test to predicted ratio of ultimate shear strength is
1.07.
The shear diagram for F-17 in Fig. 52 would appear to indicate
that diagonal tension cracking rather than flexure shear cracking was
critical. However, the predicted diagonal tension cracking shear was
based on an assumed state of stress at the cg which neglected the pre-
sence of vertical stresses. For small values of x the vertical stresses
are appreciable, and therefore the predicted value would be less than the
actual cracking shear. Diagbnal .. tension cracking first occurred' in one
end of F-l7 at a load of 7.4 kips per ft, at which load the reaction was
equal to 46.2 kips. The partially drawn shear diagram for a load of 7.4
kips per ft indicates that the critical section for diagonal tension
cracking was approximately 23 in., or 1.8d, away from the reaction.
'Figure 28 shows that the diagonal tension crack actually formed such
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that the apex of ~he ctack is approximately 12 in. from the reaction.
Therefore some other state of stress than the prescribed state of
stress was critical in causing the diagonal tension cracking e Also,
the fact that the shear failure did not occur adjacent to the reac-
tion, even though the difference between the predicted inclined crack-
ing shear and the ultimate shear is greater than in the interior regions,
supports the observation drawn from the concentrated load tests that the
shear strength is increased for short shear spans.
The shear diagram for F-18 in Fig. 53 .also shows two regions
in the beam where the ultimate shear exceeded the predicted inclined
cracking shear. Figure 29 shows that the failure occurred as the result
of flexure shear cracking. The greatest difference between the predicted
inclined cracking shear".and the ultimate shear occurred at a section lo-
cated 68 in. from the reaction. By counting 11 stirrups from the re-
action in Fig. 29 and estimating an additional 2 in., it can be seen
that the predicted failure section is in close agreement with the actual
failure section. At the critical section, the predicted inclined crack-
ing shear and the ultimate shear are 10 0 1 and 14.8 kips, respectively.
The difference is 4.7 kips. Therefore the test to predicted ratio of
ultimate shear strength was 1,15.
Although the predicted inclined diagonal tension cracking
shear is less than the, ultimate shear for a short distance close to
the ,reaction~ no diagonal tension cracking occurred in either end of
F-18. The predicted inclined cracking curve intersects the ultimate
shear diagram approximately 27 in., or 1.9d, away from the reaction.
The results of the uniform load tests therefore show good
agreement with the behavior predicted on the basis of the concentrated
load tests.
6. SHE A R S T R ENG T H o F
PRE S T RES SED CONCRETE BRIDGE GIRDERS
6.1 COMPARISON OF TEST BEAMS AND FULL SIZED BRIDGE GIRDERS
The test beams were designed and fabricated so as to be re-
presentative of precast prestressed girders used in bridges in
Pennsylvania. These girders have I or box shaped cross-sections. The
compression flange to web width ratio of the sections currently being
used(25) varies between 1.43 and 3 for the I-beams and is either 3.6
or 4.8 for the box beams, compared to 3 for the F Series test beams.
High strength concrete is used to cast the full-sized bridge
girders which generally has a strength greater than 5000 psi in two days,
because of steam curing until the time of prestress release, and 7000
psi in 28 days. Similar high strength concrete was used in the F Series
beams, except that the moist curing procedure used in the laboratory re-
quired approximately five days to reach the strength of 5000 psi.
The size and type of prestressing strand used in th~ test beams
was the same as that used in full-sized girders. However, to get shear
failures in the test beams it was necessary to use No. 3 and No. 2 hot
rolled deformed bars and 3/16 in. diameter annealed deformed masonry
wire for web reinforcement. The No.3 and No.2 deformed bars are the
same type of bar used in bridge girders, except of smaller size. After
annealing, the yield point and ductility of the masonry wire were simi-
lar to that of the hot rolled bars.
The concentrated and uniform loads applied to the test beams
differ in two significant respects from the highway loads on bridge
girders. In the first place, the loads applied in the laboratory were
either entirely uniform, or entirely concentrated, whereas the loads on
bridge girders are somewhere between these two extremes. In the second
place, the loads applied in the laboratory were stationary loads, whereas
the applied loads on bridge girders are moving loads.
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The basic behavior of the test beams under either concentrated
of uniform loads was the same. Flexure shear and diagonal tension crack-
ing was observed in both types of tests. The shear failures observed in
the uniform load tests were similar to the failures observed in the con-
centrated load tests. Furthermore, the ultimate shear strength of the
uniformly loaded test beams was closely predicted by a method based upon
the results of the concentrated load tests.
The method used to predict the shear strength of the concen-
trated and uniform load tests differed in the method of calculating the
shear causing significant inclined cracking. In the case of the con-
centrated load tests, the diagonal tension cracking shear was calculated
as the shear causing a centroidal principal tensile stress of (8 - 0.78 a/d)
If' at the mid-point of the shear span. The flexure shear cracking shear
c
was calculated as the shear causing a tensile stress of 9.5/f' in the
c
bottom fibers at a section located at a distance from the load point given
by Eq. 14Q This procedure was generalized for calculating the shear caus-
ing significant inclined cracking at any section at a distance x from a
reaction in the uniformly loaded test beams by an idealization of the
critical inclined crack, as illustrated in Fig. 51$ The section assumed
to be critical in the evaluation of shear strength is through the apex
of the crack. Diagonal tension cracking was assumed to occur when a
centroidal principal tensile stress of (8 - 0.78 x/d)/f' was reached at
c
a distance equal to yd from this section. Flexure shear cracking was
assumed to occur when a tensile stress of 9.5/f' in the bottom fibersc -
was reached at a d distance from this section.
When a beam is subjected to combined concentrated and dis-
tributed loadings, the critical section for significant inclined crack-
ing could be either near the load point, as for the concentrated load
tests, or away from the load point, as for the uniform load tests. The
concentrated load tests showed, however, that the critical section should
not be taken adjacent to the load point. For flexure shear cracking,
based on Eq. 14 and the idealization of the inclined crack shown in
Fig. 51, the critical section was located up to one and one-half times
the effective depth of the beam from the load point depending on the
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shear span to effective depth ratio o In full-sized beams, if the criti-
cal section were near the load point, the distance that the section should
be assumed from the load point would depend upon many factors, including
the type of cracking, the relative magnitude of the concentrated and
distributed loads, and the geometry of the compression flangee, Fortu-
nately, the need for defining this distance is largely obviated by the
fact that the concentrated loads on bridge girders are moving loads 0
The influence that the load point has on the inclined crack is necessarily
lost as the load point moves away, and could even create a more critical
condition than if the critical section were assumed adjacent to the load
point.
The effect of a moving load was simulated by the second tests
on F-ll, F-13, and F-19. In these three tests, the length of the shear
span was increased 10 in. for the second test. In effect this created
a condition similar to that which would exist when an inclined crack is
caused by a moving concentrated load. The second tests on these beams
were conducted on aid ratios of 3e53, 4049, and 5064. The test to pre-
dicted ratios of shear strength, based on Eq9 21, were 1 0 01, 0099, and
0.87, respectively. This indicates that the effect of moving the load
point became more critical as the aid ratio was increased. Since flexure
shear cracking was critical in the tests on the aid ratios of 4.94 and
5.64, these results further indicate that moving the load point decreased
the test to predicted ratio at the same time that the critical section
was being assumed fu~ther from the load point. If the shear causing
significant inclined cracking were calculated as the shear causing a
tensile stress of 9.5/f' in the bottom fibers at a section located (a - d)
c
from the reaction, or in other words assuming that the critical section
is adjacent to the load point, the test to predicted ratio of shear
strength for the test on the aid ratio of 5.64 becomes 1.05.
Therefore it is believed that the shear causing significant
inclined cracking in bridge girders subjected to combined concentrated
and distributed loadings, where the concentrated loads may be moving
loads, should be calculated in the same manner as for the uniformly
loaded test beams~ The shear strength can then be evaluated assuming
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that the shear carried by the concrete is equal to the shear causing
significant inclined cracking and that the shear carried by the web re-
inforcement is equal to the force in the stirrups, stressed to the yielded
point, crossed by the idealized crack shown in Fig. 51.
6.2 PROPOSED SPECIFICATION FOR DESIGN OF WEB REINFORCEMENT
The area of web reinforcement placed perpendicular to the axis
of the member at any section shall not be less than
(V -v ) s
A u c;:: f dv y s
nor less than
AV s
A u= fdv y s
nor more than
7b 'Slf'
A c=
v f y
(25 )
(26 )
(27 )
The shear, V
c
' shall be taken as the lesser of V
cd and Vef. Vcd is
the shear causing a principal tensile stress of f pt at the center of
gravity of the cross-section resisting the live load. If the center
of gravity is not in the web, f pt shall be computed at the intersec-
tion of the web and the flange. V
cf is the shear causing a flexural
tensile stress of f in the extreme fiber in tension at a distance in
t
the direction of decreasing moment from the section under consideration
equal to the effective depth of the member.
Web reinforcement shall not be spaced further apart than d /2,
s
or 24 inches, whichever is smaller, and shall be anchored in both the
tension and compression flanges of the member •.
Web reinforcement between the support and the section a distance
equal to the effective depth of the member from the support shall be the
same as that required at that section.
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Specification Notation
A
v
h'
d
d
s
s
v
u
x
= area of web reinforcement placed perpendicular to the
longitudinal axis of the member
width of web
= distance from the extreme fiber in compression to the
centroid of the prestressing steel, i86., the effective
depth of the member
distance from the extreme fiber in compression (in
composite sections from the top of the girder alone)
to the lowest level at which the stirrups are effective
= ultimate compressive strength of concrete
(6-0.6j)/f~, but not less than 2/f~
= 8/f'
c
= yield point of the web reinforcement, but not larger
than 60,000 psi
= spacing of the web reinforcement
~ dead plus live load shear at inclined cracking caused
by excessive principal'tensile stress in the web
dead plus live load shear at inclined cracking caused
by flexural cracking
ultimate shear
= distance from the section under consideration to the
closest support
~ 0.15 for beams with single webs and 0.2 for beams
with double webs
6.3 DISCUSSION
In Section 6.1 it was concluded that the ultimate shear
strength of full-sized bridge girders should be determined using the
method that was used to predict the shear strength of the uniformly
loaded test beams. The proposed specification for design of web re-
inforcement presented in Section 6.2 is a simplified conservative version
of this method. An example problem showing the design of web reinforce-
ment, according to the proposed specification, for a Pennsylvania Depart-
ment of Highways composite girder spanning 70 ft is presented in Appendix
II.
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Equation 25 in the specification may be obtained by re-
arranging Eq. 24, assuming that ~d is equal to d , and substituting
s
A fib's for rf /100. The shear carried by the concrete, V , is
v y y c
assumed equal to the least value of the shear causing either diagonal
Simi-
(6 - 0.6 x/d)/f',
c
of the stress causing diagonal tension cracking in the test beams.
tension cracking, V
cd ' or flexure shear cracking, VCf 8 The critical
stress associated with diagonal tension cracking, f equal topt
is, by comparison to Eq. 10, approximately 75 percent
larly the critical stress associated with flexure shear cracking, f t
equal to S/f', is, by reference to page 45, approximately 75 percent of
c
the stress causing flexure shear cracking in the test beams. V
cd will
be less than V
cf for x/d ratiosaless than approximately 4. The lower
limit for f
t
equal to 2/f~ was arbitrarily set to prevent V
cd from being
less than V
ef for high x/d ratios.
The tests showed that beams with small amounts of web reinforce~
ment may fail at the load causing significant inclined cracking. While
such failures may not be sudden or catastrophic, they are still undesir-
able because there is no advance warning of failure. Also, beams with
small amounts of web reinforcement may fail prematurely due to inclined
cracks extending along either the prestressing steel or the junction of
the web and the bottom flange to the support, ~thus separating the ten-
sion flange from the rest of the beam. To prevent these types of fail-
ures it is recommended that the amount of web reinforcement in a beam
not be less than that required by Eq. 26. A greater minimum amount of
web reinforcement is required in beams with double webs than single
webs because of the possibility of torsion when diagonal tension crack-
ing does not occur in both webs at the same time.
If too much web reinforcement is placed in a beam, a web
crushing failure may occur before the stirrups have yielded e Tests
by Mattock and Kaar(19) have indicated that when more web reinforcement
thin required by Eq.- 27 is placed in a beam, all of the stirrups may
not be fully effective in resisting shear.
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Spacing of stirrups in the te~ts ranged from approximately 1/5
to 5/8 of the distance from the extreme !fiber in compression to the
lowest level at which the web reinforcement was effective. No reduction
in shear strength due to excessive stirrup spacing was noted in any test.
Furthermore, it was observed in several tests in which stirrup fracture
failures occurred that the location of the fracture was near the apex
of the inclined crack. Therefore it was concluded that vertical stirrups
could be spaced at distances up to d /2, or 24 inches, whichever is
s
smaller.
Beams with stirrups proportioned according to Eq. 25 may fail
in shear rather than flexure, since the ultimate flexural capacity of
the beam may be greater than the maximum moment in the beam under the
specified ultimate load. Provided that the beam has been p~oportioned
to satisfy all anchorage requirements and provided with a minimum amount
of web reinforcement, these shear failures may be due to web crushing,
shear compression, or fracture of the web reinforcement.
If a beam fails in shear, it is desirable that the failure be
due to web crushing. This crushing occurs near the apex of the inclined
crack, or near the junction of the web and top flange in flanged sections.
When fracture of the stirrups occurs, it was shown that these failures
may occur near the apex of the inclined cracks, indicating the need for
adequate anchorage of the stirrups in the compression flange.
The shear strength of a prestressed concrete beam can be pre-
dicted froffi,Eq. 25 by solving for for V :
u
d
V = V + A f S
u c vys (28)
where V , assumed equal to the shear causin'g inclined cracking, is the
c
least value of V d or V f. Equation 28 has been used, without regard
c c '
to the limitations on amount and spacing of the stirrups, to predict
the inclined cracking and ultimate shear strength of the test beams, and
these values are compared to the test values in Table 10. Comparisons
are also included in Table 10 for two beams with web reinforcement in
the E Series(7) which failed in shear ..
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. (16) (17)Tests carr~ed out by Hernandez MacGregor at the
University of Illinois were cited in Section 1.2. The proposed specifi-
cation has been used to predict the inclined cracking and ultimate shear
strength of those test beams which failed in shear, and are compared to
the test values in Table 11. Of particular interest are the results of
the test on FW,14.06. This I~beam with a flange to web width ratio of
3.43 had a composite slab cast on top of the beam. The test to predicted
ratio of inclined cracking and ultimate shear strength for this beam was
1.46 and 1.32, respectively.
The test to predicted ratios of ultimate shear strength for
the Lehigh tests and the University of Illinois tests are plotted in
Fig. 54. There is good correlation between the Lehigh tests and the
tests at the University of Illinois, even though the concrete strength
of the two groups of tests are quite different. The average concrete
strength of the Illinois. tests .included in Fig. 54 is approximately
3500 psi, compared to an average concrete strength of approximately
6500 psi for the Lehigh tests. The average test to predicted ratio
of shear strength of all of the tests included in Fig. 54 is 1.21. It
is greater than one because of the conservative calculation of the
inclined cracking shear and because of consideration given to the
effect of moving loads on full sized bridge girders.
The test to predicted ratios of shear strength in Fig. 54 are
least in the neighborhood of an aid ratio of 4, and increase with both
increasing and decreasing values of ald. The increase in the test to
predicted ratios for the shorter shear spans reflects the increase in
strength due to th~ closeness of the load point and the reaction o It
would be difficult to take this added strength into account, and it also
is undesirable to do so because the shear strength for short shear spans
is greatly influenced by the bond and anchorage conditions in the end of
the beam.
The increase in the test to predicted ratios for the longer
shear spans is due to taking the critical section adjacent to the load
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point, rather than some distance away from it as in the analysis of the
concentrated load tests in Section 5.5. As discussed in Section 6.1,
moving loads are more critical than stationary loads, particularly for
the longer shear spans. Taking the critical section adjacent to the load
point was believed to account for the effect of moving loads, Therefore
it is believed that the proposed specification in Section 6.2 provides a
satisfactory method for determining the static ultimate shear strength
of prestressed concrete bridge girders with web reinforcement.
7 • SUMMARY AND c aN C L U S ION S
The objective of this investigation was the evaluation of ulti-
mate shear strength in prestressed concrete beams. Thirty-eight tests on
23 I-beams were conducted to evaluate the effect of variation in the
amount of web reinforcement and the shear span to effective depth ratio.
The test beams were designed and fabricated so as to be representative
of precast prestressed bridge girders.
All of the test beams had a flange width of 9 in., a total
depth of 18 in., and a flange to web width ratio of 3. The beams were
prestressed with six 7/16 in. diameter strands providing a longitudinal
reinforcement ratio of 0.64 percent. Initial stresses in the top and
bottom fibers were approximately 210 psi tension and 2150 psi compres-
sion, respectively. Hot-rolled deformed No.3 and No. 2 bars and
annealed 3/16 in. diameter deformed masonry bars were used for verti-
cal stirrup reinforcement at spacings ranging between 2.5 and 10 inches.
The percentage of web reinforcement, based on the web width, ra~ged be-
tween 0.08 and 0.73 percent. Concrete strengths of the test beams ranged
between 5790 and 7410 psi.
Thirty-six of the tests were either one, two, or three point
concentrated load tests. These tests were conducted on shear span to
effective depth ratios ranging from 2.12 to 7.76, and shear failures
were obtained in all but one test. Two beams were subjected to uniform
loads. These beams were loaded on span length to effective depth ratios
of 10.6 and 14.8, and shear failures were obtained in both tests at
approximately the third'point of the span.
Particular attention'·was directed to the determination of the
shear causing significant' inclined cracking, or in other words the shear
causing i~clined cracking which ultimately led to the shear failure.
Inclined cracking was classified as either diagonal tension or flexure
shear. Diagonal tension cracking occurred in the concentrated load tests
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on shear span to effective depth ratios less than approximately 4.5,
and was closely predicted as the shear causing a principal tensile
stress of (8 - 0.78 a/d)Jf' at the center of gravity of the section
c
at the mid-point of the shear span. Flexure shear cracking occurred
in the concentrated load tests on shear span to effective depth ratios
greater than approximately 4.5, and was closely predicted as the shear
causing a tensile stress in the bottom fibers of 9.5/f' at a distance
2 c
(a + 31.6 - 15.6 (a/d) + 0.88 (a/d) ) from the support. In the uniform
load tests, significant inclined cracking was closely predicted as the
shear at any distance, x, from the support causing either a principal
tensile stress of (8 - 0.78 x/d)Jf' at the center of gravity of the sec-
c
tion at x minus d/Z, or a tensile stress of 9.5Jf' in the bottom fibers
c
of the section at x minus d.
Three different modes of shear failure were observed. Web
crushing failures generally occurred gradually and non-catastrophically
in tests on the shorter aid ratios. Stirrup fracture failures generally
occurred with little warning and catastrophically in tests on the larger
aid ratios. Most of the shear compression failures occurred suddenly
in reloaded tests due to separation of the compression flange along the
projected path of the critical inclined crack$ It was found that the
ultimate shear s'trength of the test beams c'ould be closely predicted as
the sum of the shear causing inclined cracking plus the shear carried'py
the stirrups which are crossed by an idealized inclined crack. The
effective horizontal projection of this inclined crack was assumed equal
to the distance from the extreme fiber in compression to the lowest
level at which the stirrups could be counted upon to develop their yield
point if crossed by a crack.
Based upon these test results, a specification is proposed in
Section 6.2 for the design of web reinforcement in bridge girders. Con-
sideration is given to the fact that bridge girders are subjected to
combined distributed and concentrated loads, where the concentrated loads
may be moving loads. The method pr9posed for evaluating shear strength in
the specification is a simplified and conservative version of the method
used to predict the shear strength of the test beams.
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9. NOT A T ION
Length of shear span
Length of shear span in first or second test
Cross-sectional area of beam
Total cross-sectional area of prestressing steel
Cross-sectional area of prestressing steel at a
particular level, i
Area of vertical web reinforcement
Width of compression flange
Web width of I-beam
Distance from extreme fibers in compression to
neutral axis
Horizontal component of the resultant compressive
force in the concrete
Center of gravity of beam cross-section
Center of gravity of prestressing steel
Distance from extreme fiber in compression to egs,
or effective depth
Distance from extreme fiber in compression to
resultant horizontal tensile force in steel
Distance from extreme fiber in compression to
particular level, i, of steel
Distance from cg to egs
Modulus of elasticity of concrete
Stress in steel at a particular level, i
Yield point of web reinforcement
Tensile strength of web reinforcement
Ultimate compressive strength of concrete
Modulus of rupture strength of concrete
Ultimate tensile strength of prestressing steel
Splitting tensile strength of concrete
Flexural 'tensile str~ngthof concrete
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Prestress force at the time of test
Prestress force before transfer
Particular .level of steel
Moment of inertia of beam cross-section
Ratio of distance between C and T to d
Ratio of maximum compressive stress to average
compressive stress
Ratio of distance from extreme fibers in compression
to resultant compressive force in the concrete to c
Ratio of maximum compressive stress to strength of
concrete, fl, determined from standard cylinder tests
c
Span length
Moment
Applied load moment causing flexural cracking
Dead load moment
Moment causing flexural cracking
Moment causing flexural failure
Number of levels, i, of steel
Moment, about the cg, of the area of the cross-section
on one side of the horizontal section on which the
shearing stress is desired
Vertical web reinforcement ratio in percent, equal to
lOQA Ibis
v
Spacing of vertical web reinforcement
Resultant tensile force in the steel
Horizontal component of the tensile force in the steel
Vertical component of the tensile force in the steel
Nominal ultimate shear stress
Shear
Shear carried by the concrete
Applied load shear causing flexural cracking
Applied load shear causing flexural failure
Shear causing significant inclined cracking
Ultimate shear
Horizontal component of force in the web reinforcement
Vertical component of force in the web reinfo,rcement
wx
y
y
€
ce.
~
e
cu.
1
€
se.
1
e
su.
1
e
u
e
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Uniform load
Distance from the section under consideration to
the closest support
Vertical location of point under consideration
measured from the cg
Section modulus with respect to stress in the bottom
fibers and top fibers, respectively
Dimensionless parameter which, when multiplied by
d, defines the distance from the load point to the
location of a flexural crack responsible for the
developing of significant flexure shear cracking
Dimensionless parameter which, when multiplied by
d, defines the effective horizontal projection of
a significant inclined crack
Dimensionless parameter which, when multiplied by
d, defines the distance from the section under
investigation to the point along the cg at which
significant diagonal tension cracking begins
Strain
Compressive strain in the concrete at a particular
level, i
Tensile concrete strain at a particular level, i
Strain in steel at the effective prestress force
at a particular level, i
Total strain in steel at a particular level, i
Ultimate concrete compressive strain
Angle, with respect to the horizontal, of the
compressive stress trajectory
Normal stress
Principal tensile stress
Principal tensile stress at the cg
Tensile stress in the extreme fiber
Shear stress
Ratio of the steel strain to the tensile concrete
strain at a particular level, i
10. TAB L E S
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Table 1$ Test Beam Details
Beam Region Length Web rfy Beam Region Length Web rfy
Reinf o Jmj Reinf. 100
(in. ) (psi) (inQ) (psi)
A 48 4/2S@8" 117 A 70 112S@8 Q 75" 107
F-X1 B 48 1ft2S@8" 117 F-11 B 70 3/16@5" 67
C 50 113D@6 II 25" C 70 413S@7"
A 30 413S@S" 383 A 80 3/16S@4" 84
F-1 B 30 4f:2S@5" 188 F-12 B 80 3/16S@8" 42
C 50 413D@5" C 50 413D@8 0 33"
A 40 413S@5" 188 A 80 3/16S@3.2" 105
F-2 B 40 412S@8 " 117 F-13 B 80 3/16S@5.72" 59
C 50 113D@6 Q 25 " C 50 4ft3S@6 025"
A 40 413S@6 ~. 67 " 287 A 90 3/16S@4lJ5" 75
F-3 B 40 3/16S@4" 84 F-14 B 90 3/16S@9" 38
C 60 413D@6" C 36 1f:3JX96 "
A 50 4f:2S@6 0 25 " 150 A 100 3/16S@5"
F-4 B 50 1/2S@8 033" 113 F-15 B 100 3/16S@10" 34
C 50 413D@6.25" C 16 4F3D@4"
A 50 1F2S@5" 188 A 100 3/16S@3.33" -
F-5 B 50 3/16S@4 0 16" 81 F-16 B 110 3/16S@7033" 46
C 60 413D@7 05" C 0
A 100 "k F-17 L 150 3/16S@6" . 56
F-6 B 100 3/16S@7.15" 47
C 16 4/2D@4" F-18 L 210 3/16S@6" 56
A 60 1/2S@7 115" 125 A 50 112S@5" 188
F-7 B 60 1/2S@10" 94 F-19 B 50 112S@6 .25" 150
C 50 413D@6. 25" C 100 112S@S"
A 60 1/2S@6" 156 A 60 4/2S@5 046"
F-8 B 60 3/16S@6" 56 F-20 B 70 112S@7" 134
C 60 1f:3S@6" C 86 113S@5 •75"
A 90 3/16S@3033" 101 A 50 1/2S@4.16
F-9 B 90 3/16S@6" 56 F-21 B 80 1/2S@8" 117
C 36 113D@6" C 86 113S@5. 75
A 70 3/16S@305" 96 A 40 1/2S@2 05 11
F-IO B 70 3/16S@7 t1 '48 F-22 B 90 1F2S@9" 104
C 50 4/3D@5" C 86 413S@5 fI 75"
,,;'c 3/16S@10" were used beginning at grid line 2 in the first 50 in.
of Region A; .1/2S@6. 25" were used in the remaining 50 in. of
Region AG
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Table 2. Pro.perties of the Concrete
Beam At Transfer At Test
Age f' Age f' ft f~p Ecc c r··
(days) .(psi) (days) (psi) (psi), (psi) (kai)
"'F-Xl 5 4920 40 \ 6650 640 650 4000
F-l 5 5250 32 6820 560 570 4300
F-2 5 4680 78 6550 660 540 3800
F-3 5 5530 32 6840 520 620 3300
F-4 5 4870 33 6340 730 580 4200
F-5 5 5040 36 6410 560 540 3800
F-6 5 4790 34 6230 470 580 3800
F-7 5 5390 27 6620 690 600 3800
F-8 5 5440 27· 6880 510 600 4000
F-9 5 5010 29 6660 450 600 4100
F-10 5 5560' 27 7050 510 600 3100
F-li 5 4660 34 6030 510 580 3400
F-12 5 5110 32 6500 510 570 3700
F-13 5 489() 36 6450 490 540 :3400
F-14 5 5670 27 6760 510 580 3800
F-15 5 4800 41 5790 520 480 3300
F-16 5 5030 29 6700 510 610 3600
F-17 S 5130 42 6950 560 630 4000
..
F~18 S 5440 30 6900 520 ·580 3700
.' ,
' ,
:11-19 5 6150 3~ '7410 ·560 570 4000
F-20 5 5010 29 5810 570 580 3500
F-21 '5 5560 32 6650 600 630 ·3400
F-22 5 5050 24 ·5930 580 550 3500
,Ave •. 5 5170 34 6560 550 58·0 3720 .'
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Table 3. Prestress Data
Beam F. Perc~nt Losses F Transfer Distance
1
(l!ips) Transfer Test (kips) End A End B
F-Xl 113~6 7.7 19.2 91,.7 16 16
F-l 113.7 7.7 18.8 92 0 3 19 19
F-2 113.6 8,2 24.0 86.3 12
F-3 113.7 8.5 22~9 87,7 16 16
F-4 113~5 7.7 16~6 94,6 13 15
F-5 113.7 8,8 23.5 87,0 19 16
F-6 113.4 8113 22.2 88 11 I 15 16
F-7 113.5 8.2 17,5 93 9 7 15 14
F-8 113.5 8 lf 2 19.4 91~5 15 15
F-9 113.4 8.5 20.8 89~7 11 12
F-IO 113.4 8.6 19~4 9ia3 16 . 13
F-11 .113.5 8.6 22.'9 87<05 13 13
F-12 113',7 9 •. 1 22 ~ 1· 88.6 15 14
F-13 113.3 8*3 26~5 83.2 17 16
F-i4 113.6 '8.8 19~4 91.5 17 17'
'F-IS 113.6 9.4 30.8 78.7 22 20
F-16 113.7 8.2 21.6 89.,2 12 12
F-17 113.,8 8.9 21'.1 89.8 13 14
F-18 113 0 6 .8 1 2 '21.4 89.3 15 18
F-19 113'.6 8.0 . 20.9 8908 11 11
F-20· 113~6 843 20',5 90'a 1 14
F-21 113.7 8.0 21.2 89.5 13 11
F-22 113.6 8.0 20.9 89.8 12 13
Ave" 113.6 8.4 21.'5 89.1 15 15
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Table, 4. Effective Pres.tress Strain at 'test
Bea'm Percent ,Strain Beam Percent Strain
€ e
€ €
e ,€
se l seZ se3 se l se Z se 3
F-Xl o ~ .. . , ,,!,,,,, .. F-12' 0,11569 0~50l 0.'488
'F-I, - O~589 0.524 0.511 F-13 OQ557 O.~471 00454
-F-2 0.561 0.490 0.476 F-14 00581 O~5Z1 OQ509
F-3, 0.568 -0.497 ·0.483 F-15 0.541 O~'444 O~424
F-4 F-16 '-0.574 Oc505 00492
- F-5 ' 0.564 0.,492 0.477 F-17 -
F-6 0.574 0.500 ' 0.485- F-'18 00576 0.506 Ot492
F-7 0.,593 0.533 0.521 F-19 0.575 0.510 0.497
F-8 0.583' 0.520 0.5Q7 F-20 0.563 00526 0.516
F-9 . O~580 0.512 0.498 F-21 0.569 00511 0,,500
F-,lO 0.58-3 0.520 0.507 -F-22 00575 0.526 00514
F-l1 0.570 0.496 0.481 Ave. ' 0.573 ,0.505 0.491
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Table 5. First Test on Beams Subjected to Concentrated Loads
Beam Region A Region B Failure
aA. aB L M V. V. Vcr l.C 1C u
(in i ) (in~ ) (in$ ) (kip- ft) (kips) (kips) (kips)
F-'X1 48 48 146 - 95.2 30 0 0 2804 3200 we
F-l 30 30 110 94.5 32 08 33e7 6000 we
F-'2 40 -40 130 98.5 34 Jt O 3000 40.0 we
F-3 40 40 140 9000 31.0 280'0 4000 we
F-4 50 50 150 104.0 3304 320.0 38QO SF
F-5 50 50 160 9500 '27,09' 2709 32,,2 we
'F-6 100, ,100 216 95'07 1700 19QO 19 01 we
F-7 60 60 170 10000 29 01 28.,0 29~1 we
F-8 '60 60 180 90.0 2700 27,,0 2700 S'F
F-9 80 90 216 90~,2 22 0 0 19,,0 25~3 SF
F-IO 70 70 - 190 81=6 ·k 24 .. 8 24\)8 we
F-11 60 70 210 87"115 27 0 0 ,26QO '2600 :SF
F-12 80 80 210 96fJ7 ok 2300 2300 SF
F-13 70 80 210 9305 25,3 21 e'8 24·~3 SF
F-14 90 .. '90" 216 90.'0 2009 2000 22.2 SF
F-~5 100 100 216 . 91 0 7 16.0 16" a 1700 SF
F-16 100 110 210 100119 18.7 17.0 19 0 2 SF
F-19 40 50· 200 103.0 29.9 3.2 ~ 2 39~6 .SF
F-20 60 70 2'16 87.5 291'2 SC
, .. F-21 50 80 216 9904 28~O F
F-22 40· 90', 216 94.2 24,,0 SC
* Significant inclined cracking did not occur in'Region A
of test beams F-IO and F-12 until the second test~
Beam
Table 6. Second ~est~ on Beams Subjected
to Concentrated Loads
v
u
(kips)
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Failure
. F-Xl
'F-l
F-2
F-3
F-4
, F-S'
.F-7 "
F-8
F-9
F-IO
F-:l1
F-.IZ·
F-13
F-14
F-19
48
30
40
40
50
50·
60
, 60
(aBo = 90) 0
70
70
80.
80
90
50
50
50
50
60
50
60
50
60
36
50,
70
50
50
36
.100'
37.6
·64.4
40.3
29.0
28.• 9
23.0
2~.O
40'00
we
we
SF
we
sc
we
sc
sc
SF
SF
sc
SF
St'
we
Note': ',Significant inc lilJ,ed cracking occurred in Region 'A
" of F-IO at Vic'= 27.0 kips and also in Region A
of F-12 "at Vic, = 25 It 0 kips.
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Table 7. Flexural Strength
Beam V M . f' ~t ft Mf .ucr d. t
(kips) (kip-'ft)' (psi) If~. f~p (kip- ft)
F-Xl :.23y8 ." 1 ~8, ·690 ,".t. ",' 8.5 '. 1~~"O6 189,8
F-l 37.8 1.0 640 7.7 1 0 12 191 0 1
F-2 29.'6 1,.4 880 10.8 1,63 18900
F-3 27.0 1.6 630 ',7.6 ·1.02 " 19007
F-4 ,25.,0 1.9 870 10',9 1~50 188 0 1
.F~5 22 Q B 2.2· 790 9~9 1 0 46 188.2
. F-6 11.5 4.1 840 1007 1045 187.03
F-7 20'00 Z.5 790 9.7 1 0 32 19003
F.-8 18.0 ,2 ~8 580 .7~O O~97 190.3
F-9 12.0 4.1 660 _8 •. 1 1 0 10 190,,0
F-IO 14.0 3 •. 1 370 <4~·4 0.62 192 0 2
,.
F-Il 15.0 308 630 8~1 1.09 185~9
F-12' 14.5 3.8 ' 850 :.lO'Q5 1,.'49 189.0
F-13 14.0 . 3.8 870 10 .. 9 1.61 18709
F~14 12.0 4.~ 620 . 1.~5 1.07 190.8
F-15 11.0 4·.. ~· . 930 12 0 2 " 1.'93 182.5
"F-16 '. 11.0 .3.8 940 11.5 l'c54 '190 0 2
F-l7. 1.9 . 860 10~. 3' 1.37 191 0 3
F - :L8. 3.8 1000 12 0 '0 1.72 191.1
, F,-19 24.,7 3.5 980 '11 ~4 1.72 19305
F-20 15,.0 3.~ 570 7.4 0.98 185 0 1
F~21 14.9 3.5 900 11.0 1 0 42 190.1
. ·F-22 12.5 3.5 750 9.8 . 1 0 37 18600
Ave,. 3.0 770 . 9.5 1.33 189.4
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Table 8. Stress Condit~cins Causing Inclined. Cracking
,Beam Region A Region B
(fcg (j,cg . .b ~cg o~,cg ad .b
'pt
-lU.
~d Qlt <1.'pt
*
O!t
(psi) . If' (in. ) (psi) (psi) (in, ) (psi)c c·
F-X1 433 5.31. 402· 4 t '93
F-l 490 5.93 510 6 0 17
F-2 532 6.57 442 5,46
F-3 461 5058 397 4,80
F-4 498 6.26 13 770 470 5080 .
'F-5 396 4.95 395 4.94
F-~ ~78 Z,.26 27, .,950 216 2.74 40 720
F-7 409 5.03 20 630 385,~' 4~73 14 910
F-8 368 4'.44 12 980 370 4.46 18 610
F-9 272 3.33 26 790 213 2.61 23 990
F-IO 363 4.33 24 830 323 3085 16 1080
F-l1 379 4.89 15 880 356 4058 17 1250
F-12 328 4.07 '34 680 . 293 . 3.64 ' 29 770
F-13 351 4.37 26 730 278 3046 24 980
F-14 247 3.'00 30 910 230 2.80 29 830
F-15 172 2.26 32 780 172 2.26 32 780
F-16 ·207 2.53 34 910 176 2.15 37 930
F-19 442 5.13 489 5~64 12 840
Tab Ie 9. Predicted Shear Strength
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Beam v. V
~c u
Based on Test
Eq. (21) Predicted
(kips) (kips)
First Test
F-Xl 29.9 35.6 0.90
F-1 34.0 43.2 1..39
F-2 30.8 36.5 1.09
F-3 31.3 35.5 1.13
F-4 29.2 34.8 1.09
F-5 28.5 32.5 0.99
F-6 17.1 r--:"/
"
19.4 0.98
F-7 27.5 32.1 0.91
F-8 27.5 30.3 0.89
F-9 22.3 27.2 0.93
F-10 25.5 27.9 0.89
F-l1 23.8 27.1 0.96
F-12 22.0 24.1 0.96
F-13 21.0 23.9 1.02
F-14 20.1 21.9 1.01
F-15 15.6 17.2 0.99
F-16 15.5 17.7 1.08
F-19 30.1 37.5 1.06
F-20 23.8 30.4
F-21 22.2 28.0
F-22 19.4 24.5
Second Test
F-X1 30.1 35.8 1.05
F-l 34.1 53.0 1.21
F-2 30.9 40.2 1.19
- . F-3 31.5 45.7 1.10
F-4 29.5 36.9 1.08
F-5 28.7 38.0 1.06
F-7 27.7 33.9 1.02
F-8 27.8 35.5 1.04
F-9 20.1 22.9 0.99
F-IO 25.8 30.6 0.95
F-l1 24.1 29.4 0.'98
F-12 22.3 26.5 0.94
F-13 21.4 26.5 0.87
F-14 20.5 24.2 0.-95
F-19 30.3 39.6 1.01
Ave. 1.02
Table 10. Comparison of E and F Series Test Results
with Proposed Specification
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Beam V. V
~c u
Predicted Test Predicted Test
(kips) Predicted (kips) Predicted
.E Series
E .17 24.9 1.04 30.9 1 11 23
E.18 25.0 1-.09 29.8 1.30
F Series - First Test
F-Xl 24.9 1.14 30.7 1 41 04
F-1 28.2 1.20 37.5 1.60
F-2 25.6 1.17 31.3 1.28
F-3 26.1 1.07 30.2 1.32
F-4 24.5 1.31 30.0 1,,26
F-5 23.8 1.17 27.8 1.16
F-6 12.3 1.54 14.6 1.30
F-7 23.0 1.22 27.6 1.05
F-8 23.1 1.17 25.8 1.05
F-9 16.5 1.33 21.5 1.18
F-10 20.1 1.23 22.5 1.10
F-11 19.0 1.37 22.3 1.17
F-12 16.3 1.41 18.4 1.25
F-13 15.6 1.40 18.5 1.32
F-14 14.6 1.37 16.4 1.35
F-15 11.2 1.43 12.9 1 41 32
F-16 11·.3 1.51 13.5 1.42
F-19 25.2 1.• 28 32.6 1.21
F-20 19.3 . , 25.9 1.13
F-21 16.5 ' ••:,0. • 22.3 1.26
F-22 14.1 19.2 1.25
F Series - Second Test
F-X1 24.9 1.20 30.7 1.23
.. F-l 28.2 1.16 47.1 1.37
..
F-2 .25.6 1.33 34.8 1.38
F-3 26.1 1.19 40.2 1.• 25
F-4 24.5 1.36 31.9 1.25
F-5 23.8 1.17 33.1 1.22
F-7 23.0 1.27 29.2 1.19
F-8 23.1 1.17 30.8 1.20
F-9 14. 7 1.29 17.5 1.30
F-10 20.4 1.32 25.1 1.15
F-l1 19.3 1.40 24.5 1 11 18
F-12 16. 7 1.50 20.8 1.20
F-13 15.9 1.59 21.1 1.09
F-14 14.9 1.40 18.6 1.23
F-19 25.2 1.19 34.5 1.16
Table 11. Comparison of Illinois Test Results
with Proposed Specification
Beam v. V
l.C U
Predicted Test Predicted Test
(kips) Predicted (kips) Predicted
BW.14.34 9.9 1.05 12.6 1.02
BW.14.38 9.7 1.07 12.5 1.06
BW .14.58 11.8 1.19 14.4 1.06
BW.14.60 11.6 1.10 14.3 1.02
BW .18.158 9.2 1.03 12.8 1.07
CW .13.28 7.7 1.28 14.5 1.22
cw .14.17 5.3 1.12 6.8 1.17
cw .14.22 7.4 1.27 12.0 1.14
CW .14.23 5.0 1.47 6.2 1.18
CW .14.37 6.6 1.42 10.1 1.28
CW .14,.39 6.5 1.41 9.2 1,.19
CW .14.47 6.1 1-.45 10.7 1.12
,-
.- CW.14.50 6.0 1.35 11.9 1.02
CW .14.51 7.5 1.33 10.2 1.20
CW.14.54 7.3 1.37 10.6 1.27
FW .14.06 7.0 1.46 13.8 1,.32
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11. FIG U RES
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4;-W::SO@ 3Y21 Region A
11_011
Whittemore targets
t
I Note: Grid nos:syrrimetrieal fI about t· beam
Etc.
2
lO" 2"
Typ.
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ELEVATION OF TEST BEAMS
7/1611 strand Typ.
SECTION
"if>
1\1 tf
1<>
Co
bf
b
SECTION PROPERTIES
Property Concrete TransformedSection Section
A 102.oio.2 105.3 in~
I 3854 In' 39871n'
zt 428.2In~ 435.1 In. 3
Zb 428.21n.3 451.21n.3
QU 262.5In~ 270.9In. 3
QCO 286.5in.3 298.7in.3
Qbf 262.5in~ 276.6In.3
• Concrete Section
.:t Transformed Section
Fig. 1 Dimensions and Properties of F Series Test Beams
PERCENT
FINER
BY
WEIGHT
I00 ,.....-----r--------,r------.-----r---r-----==-------.--~-~
90
Ol.--_---L.__---L..-__...1--_--1__--1-__..L---J-----"-----J
100 50 30 16 8 4 :;'8 ~2 3t4 1~2
U.S. STANDARD SIEVE SIZE
Fig. 2 Sieve Analysis of Aggregate
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2.5
Rate of loading:
0.1 in. par min. to yield
0.2 in. per min. after yield
Gage length: 24 in.
18.9k
0.652 %
0.5 La 1.5 2.0
STRAI NI in percent
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8
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30
28
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7000 3730
6840 3830
6680 3730
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Fig. 3 Cylinder Tests for F-14 Fig. 4 Load-Strain Curve
for Prestressing Strand
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60
STR ESS
in
ksi
3 min.
stop fy =52 1 200 psi
fu =78,300 psi
Elongation in 4 11 =23 °/0
a I 2 3 4 5
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(0) Stress - stra in curve for No.3 bar
80r------r----,...-------r-----r--------,
STRESS
in
ksi
Note: Readings not
carried into the
strain - hardening
range.
fy =591500 psi
fu =85 ,700 psi
Elongation in 4" =21 °/0
o 2 3 4 5
STRAIN, in percent
(b) Stress- strain curve for No.2 bar
80~----r-----r-----.-----.------
60
STRESS
in
ksi fy =43,200 psi
fu =56,000 psi
Elongation in 4 11 =22%
2 3 4 5
STRAI N, in percent
(e) Stress -strain curve for 3/16 in. annealed masonry bar
Fig. 5 Stress-Strain Curve for Web Reinforcement
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Fig. 6 Concrete Strain Along eGS from Before
Transfer to Test for F-14
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At
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___---+----4 ---::I..........-------~_~_+_-__..t1__2
---1--------t - --+--------I4-~-_+__-_____..- :3
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Fig. 7 Concrete Strain Distribution at Mid-Spar
from Before Transfer to Test for F-14
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Region A Region C Region B
°A
1'-011 11-0"
First Test
h
t
Region A Region~
.III-OI~: °A
.IL
Second Test
Note: Shear failures occurred in Region 8 in all first tests
eMcept for F-9 t in which case the failure occurred in
Region A. Therefore the second test for F-9 is similar to
that shown above except that Region A is instead Region B.
Fig. 8 Testing Arrangement for All Concentrated Load
Tests except F-20, F-21, and F-22
Region A Region C Region 8
p 13" for F-20}2" leu for F-21 as
23" for F-22
11-011 L 11-0"
Fig. 9 Testing Arrangement for Concentrated Load
Tests on F-20, F-21, and F-22
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<t. Testing Machine
estol
/~4'Sq. Bar~
I Top Beam I
8 I 8
Test Beam
~ 2" 4> Roller (one end I yil X 4 11 Homosote~Steel
fixed, one end free) III x 411 Steel It. Pad
Base Beam
I Table I}
f
Vig. 10 Details of Typical Concentrated Load Test Set-Up
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V
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Q= 60" QIil 70~
DEFLECTION AT t TESTING MACHINE
Fig. 11 Load-Deflection Curves for Concentrated
Load Tests - First Test
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Fig. 12 Concrete Deformation Along eGS during Test of F-4
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Fig. 13 Concrete Deformation Along eGS during Test of F-14
(a) Before Failure
(b) After Failure
(c) Failure Accentuated by Further Deflection
Fig. 14 Web Crushing Failure in F-5
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(a) F-l
(b) F-3
(c) F-6
(d) F-7
(e) F-IO
Fig. 15 Web Crushing Failures in F-l, F-3, F-6, F-7, and F-10
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(a) Before Failure
(b) After Failure
Fig. 16 Stirrup Fracture Failure in F-13
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~a) F-4_
(b) F-9
(c) F-12
(d) F-15
(e) F-16
IFig. 17 Stirrup Fracture Failures in F-4, F-9, F-12, F-15, and F-16
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(a) F-20
(b) F-21
(c) F-22
Fig. 18 Failures in F-20, F-21, and F-22
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F-7 (125)
F-5 (188)
F-8(J56)
F-I (:383)
o 0 =30" 0=40" 0=48"
10
20
50
30
40
60
V
in kips
DEFLECTION AT ¢.. TESTING MACHINE
Fig. 19 Load-Deflection Curves for Concentrated
Load Tests - Second Test
(a) F-3
(b) F- 7
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(c) F-19
Web Crushing Failures in F-3, F-7, and F-·19
(a) F-IO
(b) F-ll
(c) F-l~
Fig. 21 Stirrup Fracture Failures in F-lO, F-ll, and F-13
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(a) F-5
(b) F- 9
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Fig. 22
(c) F-12
Failures in the Compressive Region of F-5, F-9, and F~12
F-17: L =12 1 -6 11
F-18: L =17 1 - 6 11
p p p p
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Fig. 23
ELEVATION
Lateral Bracing
--z- Two Fire
Hoses Filled
With Water
SECTION
Testing Arrangement for Uniform Load Tests
Fig. 24 Uniform Load Test Set-Up
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Fig. 26 Inclined Cracking in F-17
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Fig. 27 Inclined Cracking in F-18
(a) Right Side
(b) Left Side
Fig. 28 F-17 After Failure
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(a) Right Side
(b) Left Side
(c) Close-up
Fig. 29 F-18 After Failure
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Fig. 30 Comparison of the Test Results with
Paragraph 1.13.13 of the AASHO Specifications
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Fig. 31 Types of Cracking Observed in Test Beams
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Fig. 32 Comparison of Test and Predicted Shear
Causing Flexural Cracking
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Fig. 35 Comparison of Equations which Predict Shear
C~rnsing Significant Inclined Cracking
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Fig. ,36 Variation in the Principal Tensile Stress at the
CG associated with Significant Inclined Cracking
and th~ Shear Span to Effective Depth Ratio
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Fig. 37 Distance from the Load Point to the Flexural
Crack causing Significant Flexure Shear Cracking
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Fig. 38 Distance from the Load Point to the Section at which
the Stress in the Bottom Fibers is 9.~f~ at the
Shear causing Significant Flexure Shear Cracking
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Fig. 39 Comparison of Test and Predicted Shear:
Causing Significant Inclined Cracking /
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Fig. 41 Free-Body Diagram at an Inclined Crack
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Before the inclined crack forms
After cracking, assuming no web reinforcement
and no doweling action
After cracking, assuming web reinforcement
acting and doweling action
Fig. 42 Positions of the Resultant Compressive Force
in the Concrete
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Fig. 43 Forces Acting at Two
Adjacent Inclined Cracks
Fig. 44 Wedge Failure of the
Compression Flange
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Fig. 45 Variation in Ultimate Shear Strength/
with Amount of Web Reinforcement
and Shear Span to Effective Depth RR~iol
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Fig. 49 Comparison of Test to Predicted Ratios
of Shear Strength based on Eq. 21
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12. A P P E N,D I X I
SKETCHES OF CRACK PATTERNS AT THE SHEAR
CAUSING SIGNIFICANT INCLINED CRACKING
(See page 18)
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EXAMPLE PROBLEM
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DESIGN OF WEB REINFORCEMENT FOR A
PENNSYLVANIA DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
COMPOSITE GIRDER SPANNING 70 FEET
The composite girder cross-section shown in Fig. A and the
cross-sectional properties tabulated below were taken from "Standards
For Prestressed Concrete Bridges", Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,
Department of Highways, Bridge Unit, dated September 19, 1960.
Girder:
f' 5000 psi (4500 psi A = 708.' in •. 2,~
c
at prestress transfer) 'g
Yg = 21.39 in.f' = 300 psi at prestresst transfer e - 11.19 ',iLl.g
172,690 in. 4 wt. = 92 1b/in.I =g
Composite Section:
466,420 in. 4
35.05 in.
d = 44.8 in.
wt. ::; 135 lb/in.
Notes: 1.
2.
E for slab and girder concrete assumed equal.
c
The weight of the composite section includes a
~ in. monolithic wearing surface and 30 psf
provision for a future wearing surface.
Web Reinforcement:
No.4 bars f = 40,000 psi.y
Prestressing:
, ....
Straight strand
A =5.• S5in. 2
s
F = 749,000 Ib
Loading:
H20-Sl6-44
f' = 250 ksi
s
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STEP 1: DETERMINE ULTIMATE SHEAR Vu
1.1 Load Factor
From paragraph 1.13.6 of the AASHO Specifications, the re-
quired ultimate load capacity is
1.5D + 2.5 (L + I)
1.2 Dead Load
Acting on girder = 117 Ib/in.
Acting on composite section = 18 Ib/in.
135 Ib/in.
1.3, Live Load
Pennsylvania Department of Highways Specifications require
that interior girders be designed for
Impact factor
s
5.5 wheel loads = 5~5 = 1.27
50
I = 70 + 125 = 0.256
Therefore the live load, including impact, acting on the girder is the
system of wheel loads
6.38k 25.Sk 25 5k
0 0 0
I. 14' ~- 14 ' ~I
1.4 Ultimate Load
Assuming that the ultimate dead load in excess of the weight
of the girder acts on the composite section, the ultimate load is:
l6.0k 63.. Sk 63 Sk
• ~ w D = 203 lb/in.IQ , I I I I I I Sri I Iff EI , Q I (w = 117 1b / in.
L 14,I 14' I aC~ing on girder- ~--------~~~. alone)
1.5 Ultimate Shear Diagram
The maximum shear adjacent to the support due to the dead load
is equal to (203)(70).(12)/2 = 85,000 lb. Maximum shear due to the live
load occurs under the trailing wheel. With tpe trailing wheel adjacent
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to the support the maximum shear is 124,500 lb. With the trailing wheel
at mid-span the maximum shear is 52,500 lb.
The maximum shear at any section in the beam is shown in the
ultimate shear diagram in Fig. B.
STEP 2: DETERMINE Vcd
The state of stress at the center of gravity of the composite
girder is assumed to be defined by a compressive normal stress, 0, due to
prestress and bending anq a shear stress,~. This state of stress will
cause diagonal tension cracking when the principal tensile stress is equal
to fpt • j(cr/2) 2 2
- cr/2 fpt+ ~ =
or
1" = jf 2 + crfpt (2.0)pt
2.1 Normal Stress cr
The normal stress at the center of gravity of the composite
girder is
F
Cj=-.-A·g
Fey M ,y
___g~ +--L:-
I Ig g
(2.1)
where
Therefore
y = 35.05 - 21.39 = 13.66 in.
. 2·
cr = 749,000 (749,000)(11.19)(13.66) +.58.5(840x - x )(13.66)
·708' - 172,690 172,690
cr 395 + O. 004Q3 (840x ~x?) ·:::395 + 0.207 (84oa- - 44.8 (j) 2)
2.2 Shear Stress T
The shear stress at the center of gravity of the composite
girder is
Qg Qc
T = Vg r-b' + (V d ~ V ) r-bTg c g c (2.2)
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w
where V = .-8. (L - 2x) = 58.5(840 2x) = 49,100-5240(K)g 2
b' = thickness of the web = 8 in.
Qg 4240 in.
3
3Q
c
= 11,140 in.
Q is the moment, about the center of gravity of the girder, of the areag
of the girder on one side of the center of gravity of the composite sec-
tion. Q is the moment, about the center of gravity of the composite
c
section, of the area of the composite section on one side of the center
of gravity of the composite section.
2.3 Evaluate Vcd
From Eq's. (2'.-,0) and (2.2)
I Q I b' -----
V ~ V (1 _ ~) + _c_ ~ 2 + crf
cd g IgQ
c
Q
c
v'lpt . pt (2.3)
-0.03
Note that if the center of gravity of the composite section had been
in the top flange, the only changes in Eq. (2.3) would be in Qg' Qc' and cr.
1 ~cQg - 1 (466,420)(4240) =
- IgQ
c
- -(172,690)(11,140)
I b'
c 466,420(8) = 335. 2
---- = 11 140 1n.Qc '
Now
Therefore
From the proposed specification
but not less than ~fr
c
4 points, as shown in the following tab Ie.
f,"', cr Vg Vcdpt
psi psi kips kips
382 559 43.9 200
339 706 38.7 198
297 833 33~4 193
254 942 28.1 184
1
2
3
4
V
cd can now be determined at any distance x from the support. Vcd is
plotted in Fig. C. In general it would be sufficient to calculate V
cd
at 3 or
x
d
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STEP 3: DETERMINE Vcf
Flexure shear cracking is assumed to occur when the stress in
the extreme fiber in tension at a distance equal to d from the section
under consideration is equal to ft. Considering the stress at this
point
=~ + F e gYg
A I + f tg g
(3.0)I
c
(~-M )y ]
--n g cMy
..£..B.
I g
e gYg f
I + t
g
[
F F
-+Ag
I
c
or Vcf = VD + (x-d)y
c
3.1 Evaluate Vcf
Since
I,
c'
-= 13,300 ino 3
13,300
M--M ]-n gM
-L_
8070
where V
D
~ x
= '2 (L-2x) = lOl.5(840-2x) = 85,400 - 9l00(J)
~ == 101.5 (84ox - x2 ) = 3,82o,000(~) - 203,000(~/
and x = x-d
From the proposed specification:
f = 8/f' = 565 psit c
V
cf can now be determined at any distance x from the support. Vcf is
plotted in Fig. C. In general it would also be sufficient to calculate
V
cf at 3 or 4 points, as shown in the following table.
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x x Vn Mg Mn Vcf
d d kips kip-in. kip-in. kips
4 3 49 5550 9620 214
6 5 30.8 8070 14,000 103
7.5 6.5 17.2 9350 16,200 62
9 8 13.5 11,000 19,100 35
STEP 4: SELECT WEB REINFORCEMENT
4 • 1 Minimum Av
The proposed specification requires that enough web reinforce-
ment be placed at any section to take 15 percent of V. This may be
u
represented in Fig. C by the line 0.85 V .
u
4.2 Select Stirrups
At any section the difference between V and the minimum value
u
of V
cd ' Vcf ' or 0.85 Vu is the shear which must be carried by the web
reinforcement. This is represented by the vertically hatched area in
Fig. C. The maximum difference is 30 kips at a d distance from the
support. Assuming that the stirrups are anchored in the tension flange
by hooks so that they are effective 3 in. above the bottom of the girder,
d = 45 in. From Eq. (25) in the proposed specification
s
s =
A f d
vy s =
V ..v
u c
(0.2)(40)(45) = 12
30 in.
l +" ...
'" ~. . ...
Therefore either single No.4 bars spaced at 12 in. or double No.4 bars
spaced at 22 in. (d /2) throughout the span satisfy the proposed speci-
s
fication.
4.3 Check Maximum Av
From Eq. (27)
s .
ffi1n
A f
= v y
7 b'/f
'c
= 0.2(40,000)
7(8)(70.7) 2" < 12"
4.
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